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ABSTRACT 

Inductive symbolic learning algorithms have been used successfully over the years to 

build knowledge-based systems. One of these, a decision-tree induction algorithm, has 

formed the central component in several commercial packages because of its particular 

efficiency, simplicity, and popularity. However, the decision-tree induction algorithms 

developed thus far are limited to domains where each decision instance's outcome 

belongs to only a single decision outcome class. Their goal is merely to specify the 

properties necessary to distinguish instances pertaining to different decision outcome 

classes. These algorithms are not readily applicable to many challenging new types of 

applications in which decision instances have outcomes belonging to more than one 

decision outcome class (i.e., joint decision outcomes). Furthermore, when applied to 

domains with a single decision outcome, these algorithms become less efficient as the 

number of the pre-defined outcome classes increases. The objective of this dissertation is 

to modify previous decision-tree induction techniques in order to apply them to 

applications with joint decision outcomes. 

We propose a new decision-tree induction approach called the Multi-Decision-Tree 

Induction (MDT!) approach. Data was collected for a patient image retrieval application 

where more than one prior radiological examination would be retrieved based on 

characteristics of the current examination and patient status. We present empirical 
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comparisons of the MDT! approach with the Backpropagation network algorithm and the 

traditional knowledge-engineer-driven knowledge acquisition approach, using the same 

set of cases. These comparisons are made in terms of recall rate, precision rate, average 

number of prior examinations suggested, and understandability of the acquired 

knowledge. The results show that the MDTI approach outperforms the Backpropagation 

network algorithms and is comparable to the traditional approach in all performance 

measures considered, while requiring much less learning time than either approach. 

To gain analytical and empirical insights into MDTI, we have compared this 

approach with the two best known symbolic learning algorithms (i.e., ID3 and AQ) using 

data domains with a single decision outcome. It has been found analytically that rules 

generated by the MDT! approach are more general and supported by more instances in 

the training set. Four empirical experiments have supported the findings. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

The automation of real life activities has rapidly increased both the size and the number 

of databases because even simple transactions, such as the use of a credit card and a 

medical test, are typically recorded in a computer. As a result, the growth and diversity in 

databases far exceeds human abilities to analyze the data. Furthermore, many databases 

contain information which may not be easily acquired by an existing human expert [Math 

93, Frawl 91, Lubin 89]. This creates both a need and a challenging opportunity for 

extracting knowledge from databases, and inductive learning approaches have been 

suggested as alternatives to automated knowledge acquisition for expert systems [Agra 

93, Han 93, Anwar 92, Brice 90, Quin 86, Mich 86]. Those approaches attempt to 

discover the conditions under which certain actions are appropriate by examining 

examples of tasks performed by experts. The situations are described in terms of a set of 

attributes, and the actions are represented in terms of a pre-specified set of decision 

outcomes. 

Even though these approaches have been used successfully over the years to build 

knowledge-based systems, the overwhelming changes in existing databases make it 

difficult to apply traditional approaches to new types of applications. This is due to the 
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fact that the traditional approaches either cannot perform satisfactorily or are even 

inapplicable to the new applications. One of the challenging new types of applications 

involves domains with joint decision outcomes, in which decision instances have 

outcomes belonging to more than one decision outcome class. these domains are common 

in business and medical applications [Sheng 94c & 95a]. The traditional decision-tree 

induction algorithms are limited to domains where each decision instance's outcome 

belongs to only a single decision outcome class; therefore, these algorithms are not 

conducive to handling applications with joint decision outcomes. 

The main objective of this dissertation is to develop a new decision-tree induction 

technique in order to apply it to applications with joint decision outcomes. A Multi

Decision-Tree Induction approach (MDTI) which constructs different decision trees for 

different decision outcome classes and generates a set of rules from those trees is 

proposed. Data was collected for a patient image retrieval application, where more than 

one prior radiological examination can be retrieved based on the characteristics of the 

current examination, patient status, and clinical questions from requesting physicians. We 

present empirical comparisons of the MDTI approach with the Backpropagation network 

algorithm, and the traditional knowledge-engineer-driven knowledge acquisition 

approach. 

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 describes the difference between 

domains with joint decision outcomes and conventional data sets, and briefly discusses 

problems in applying traditional decision-tree induction approaches to joint decision 
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outcome classifications. Section 1.2 addresses the research problems to be solved in this 

dissertation. Section 1.3 provides an overview of the dissertation. 

1.1 Domains with a Single and Joint Decision Outcomes 

Figure 1.1 presents a sample conventional training data set in which the outcome of each 

training instance belongs to only a single decision outcome class (i.e., I, II, or III). It also 

shows the corresponding decision tree which is constructed using ID3 [Quin 86]. 

Traditional decision-tree induction algorithms have been used successfully over the past 

years to extract patterns from this type of training data set. Their goal is specify the 

properties necessary to distinguish instances pertaining to different decision outcome 

classes. Besides their inapplicability to joint decision outcomes, these approaches have a 

major weakness in constructing even a single decision tree when a relatively large 

number of outcome classes is contained in the data set. That is, regardless of the number 

of decision outcome classes involved in the induction task, these approaches produced 

single decision trees using a training data set in an attempt to correctly classify new 

instances into one of the pre-specified classes. As the number of classes increases, 

however, the tree usually becomes more complex than necessary with regard to the 

number of leaves and nodes. This unnecessarily complex tree results in the production of 

over-specialized classifiers and thus reduces the predicting accuracy of the tree. The 

complex tree might derive from the inclusion of an attribute in the tree which is not 



Attribute B 
Class A B C Class 
1 al bI cI I 
2 al bI c2 I 
3 al bI c3 I 
4 a2 bI cI I 

b1 b2 b3 

I I I 
5 a2 bI c2 I 
6 al b2 c3 II A A A 

7 al b2 cI II 
8 a2 b2 c2 II ~ ~ 
9 a2 b2 c3 II a1 a2 a3 a1 a2 a3 a3 
10 a3 bI cI III 
11 a3 b2 c2 III I I I I r I I 
12 a3 b3 c3 III III II II III III 

Figure 1.1 A Sample Conventional Training Data Set and the Corresponding 
Decision Tree 
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critical in terms of classifying instances in a certain class but is rather selected for its 

dominant effect on instances in other classes. These attributes are rarely removed in the 

process of pruning if they are located at the uppermost portion of the tree because of the 

bottom-up nature of the pruning method. For example, the attribute 'B' is selected as a 

root of the tree because it maximizes the drop in classification uncertainty among the 

three classes. That is, even though attribute 'A' is the most appropriate one and 'B' is an 

irrelevant attribute in terms of classifying instances in class III, 'B' was selected because 

of the compromising nature of the attribute selection measure. It not only increases the 

number of rules representing this class but also makes the rules more complex. (A 

detailed description of the decision-tree induction approach is provided in Chapter 2). 
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Figure 1.2 shows a sample training data set with joint decision outcomes. Unlike 

instances in a conventional data set, each instance has outcomes belonging to more than 

one decision outcome class (e.g., instance #1 belongs to class I and II). In order to 

continue to use the traditional decision-tree induction algorithms, two data modifications 

have been tried: the duplication of each instance for each of its outcome classes and the 

consideration of each possible combination of outcome classes as a separate class. 

Attribute Outcome 

Instance A B C D Class 

1 al bl cl dl I, II 

2 al bl c2 d2 I, II, III 

3 a2 bl c2 d2 I, III 

4 a2 b2 c2 d2 II, IV 

5 a3 b2 c3 dl I, IV 

6 a3 b2 cl dl III, IV 

Figure 1.2 A Sample Training Data Set with Joint Outcomes 
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• Duplication of each instance for each of its outcomes 

This method modifies each instance with multiple outcomes by duplicating the instance 

until each instance belongs to a single class. For example, the first instance in Figure 1.2 

is modified as follows: . 

A=a1, B=b1, C=c1, D=d1 then Class = I, II 

~ A=a1, B=bl, C=cl, D=d1 then Class = I and 

A=a1, B=b1, C=c1, D=d1 then Class = II. 

However, this modification of an instance causes a serious inconsistency called noise 

in the modified data set. When heavy noise exists in data sets, the efficiency of inductive 

learning algorithms is reduced considerably. Therefore, the greater the duplication, the 

lower the predictive accuracy of the decision tree constructed by traditional approaches. 

• Consideration of each possible combination of outcome classes as a separate ~Iass 

Instead of modifying the given data set, this method considers each combination of 

outcome classes as a separate class. As such, each decision outcome belongs to a single 

revised outcome class and the SDTI algorithm can be used. However, as the number of 

pre-specified classes increases, the number of possible revised classes will increase 

exponentially. For example, if there are 'n' pre-specified outcome classes, the total 
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number of possible disjoint classes will be 2"_1. Both time required to construct a large 

decision tree and the tendency for the large tree to be overspecified prohibit the 

adaptation of this approach for applications with a large number of pre-specified classes. 

The aforementioned problems in applying the traditional approaches to the joint 

decision outcome classification brought to light the need for the development of a new 

induction approach which not only can be applied to the joint decision outcome 

classification but also provides satisfactory results. 

1.2 The Research Questions 

Based on the problem analysis conducted in the previous section, we raise the following 

research questions to be answered in this dissertation: 

1. How can a new decision-tree induction approach be developed? Does it work? 

2. Other induction algorithms such as neural nets and AQ series can be used for the joint 

decision outcome classification with slight modification. Why aren't they considered 

as alternatives? 

3. A new decision-tree induction approach should be more flexible in that it will be 

applicable to different types of domains. When it is applied to a conventional data set, 

can we expect better or at least comparable results compared to those from traditional 

approaches? If so, why? 
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4. One dimension along which inductive learning algorithms can be distinguished is 

whether they operate in an incremental or nonincremental mode. An incremental 

algorithm is appropriate for learning tasks in which there is a stream of training 

instances. It is also needed to efficiently keep pace with changes in data. Can we 

modify the new algorithm in order to revise an existing knowledge base on a 

continuing basis? How well does it work? 

1.3 Chapter Outline 

The organization of the remainder of this dissertation is as follows: The following chapter 

defines the concepts of knowledge discovery in databases and presents an overview of 

previously developed automated knowledge discovery approaches. Chapter 3 reviews the 

primary radiological image reading process, provides an overview of the Image Retrieval 

Expert System (IRES), and supports the decision on our approach to inductive machine 

learning for building a Knowledge Base (KB) of IRES. In Chapter 4, we propose a new 

decision-tree induction approach called the Multi-Decision-Tree Induction (MDTI) 

approach, and provide theoretical analysis by comparing the quality of rules generated by 

the MDTI and the Single-Decision-Tree Induction (SDTI) approaches in noise-free and 

noisy domains. Chapter 5 presents empirical comparisons of the MDTI approach and 

other inductive learning algorithms in domains with a single decision outcome and with 

joint decision outcomes. This will be followed by the proposal of an incremental 

algorithm which continues to update the knowledge obtained from domains with joint 
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decision outcomes in Chapter 6. The last chapter summarizes the findings and suggests 

future research directions. Topics addressed in individual chapters as they relate to the 

research questions are illustrated in Figure 1.3. 

Problem Analysis 
(Chap. I) 

" ~ 
Technique Analysis Application (IRES) Analysis 

(Chap. 2) (Chap. 3) 

• '" }I 
Qu estion 2 Decision on Approaches to KD for IRES 

Questions~ 
1&3 ~ 

(Chap. 3) 

/ ~ 
Algorithm (Nonincremental) Algorithm (Incremental) 

Developement for DeveIopement for 
Domains with Joint Decision Domains with Joint Decision 

Outcomes Outcomes 
(Chap. 4) (Chap. 6) 

• Evaluation Evaluation 
(Chap. 5) (Chap. 6) 

Conclusions & Directions for 
Future Research 

(Chap. 7) 

Figure 1.3 Chapter Outline and Research Questions 

~ Question 4 
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CHAPTER 2 

A REVIEW OF KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY IN DATABASES 

The automation of real life activities has rapidly created large databases such as sales 

records in business data and image records in medical data. Even though such data 

contains valuable information, it has been largely unexplored because its volume far 

exceed human abilities to analyze it. This creates a need for extracting knowledge 

automatedly from databases. Some research methods have already been developed and 

have become a part of commercially available software. 

The main goal of this chapter is to clearly define the concepts of the knowledge 

discovery in databases (KDD), and to present an overview of previously developed 

automated knowledge discovery approaches. We believe that a careful analysis of the 

strengths and weaknesses of these approaches can be a valuable tool in constructing new 

knowledge discovery techniques. Section 2.1 introduces the concepts of the KDD, and 

presents the framework of an automated knowledge discovery system. It also describes 

general knowledge discovery approaches in databases. Section 2.2 reviews inductive 

machine learning techniques, which are the most promising area for an automated KDD. 

Section 2.3 details two typical learning approaches, the decision tree induction approach 

and the AQ approach. It also systematically compares these approaches in terms of their 



basic operation, advantages and disadvantages, previously reported performance, and 

time complexity. 

2.1 Knowledge Discovery in Databases 

2.1.1 Definition of Knowledge Discovery 

It is generally accepted that the phrase, 'knowledge in databases' means a pattern that is 

useful and reliable. Therefore, 'knowledge discovery in databases' should be the non

trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful patterns from 

databases. The output of a program that monitors the set of instances in a database and 

generates patterns is discovered knowledge. [Frawl 91] and [Math 93] described the 

typical facets of discovered knowledge as follows: 

Type of Extracted Pattern: Discovered knowledge can be categorized by the pattern it 

describes, such as characterization and classification. A characteristic description 

indicates what the records in a certain class have in common. For example, the symptoms 

of a specific disease can be summarized as a characteristic description. On the other hand, 

a classification description shows how two or more classes differ. For example, to 

distinguish one disease from another, a classification description should summarize the 

symptoms that indicate one disease over the other. Many empirical learning algorithms, 

such as decision-tree inducers [Quin 86, Uthu 91], and neural networks [Rumel 86, Lipp 
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87] are designed to produce classification descriptions. This class of algorithms is central 

to much of the research on knowledge discovery systems. 

Representation: Discoveries must be represented in a form appropriate for the intended 

users. Representation methods include natural language, formal logics, and visual 

depictions of knowledge. Natural language is often desirable from a human perspective, 

but it is not convenient for manipulation by discovery algorithms. Logical representations 

are more natural for computation and if necessary, can be translated into a natural 

language form. Common logic representations include formalisms such as production 

rules (e.g., if X, then Y), relational patterns (e.g., X> Y), decision trees (Le., ordered lists 

of rules), and semantic or causal networks. Information about the shape and density of 

clusters of records is a type of knowledge that can be best presented visually. 

Furthermore, two or three dimensional plots can convey certain information more 

concisely and clearly than any logical representation. 

2.1.2 A Framework for Knowledge Discovery 

A knowledge discovery system comprises a collection of components that together can 

efficiently identify and extract interesting and useful new patterns from data stored in 

real-world databases. The basic components of knowledge discovery systems are shown 

in Figure 2.1. 



Human 
User 

Discovery 
Algorithm 

_______ J 

Figure 2.1 Basic Components of Knowledge Discovery Systems 
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The core of the system is the pattern extraction algorithm, which computes and 

evaluates patterns on their way to becoming knowledge. The inputs to the system include 

raw data from the database, information from the data dictionary (e.g., field name, data 

type, constraints on field values, etc.), additional domain knowledge (e.g., lists of relevant 

fields on which to focus attention), and a set of user-defined biases that provide high-

level focus (e.g., selection of appropriate algorithm). The output of the system is 

discovered knowledge that is either directed to the user or deposited as new domain 

knowledge to support subsequent discoveries. 
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2.1.3 Knowledge Discovery Approaches in Databases 

Discovery approaches are procedures designed to extract knowledge from data. Many 

managerial decisions involve classifying a new observation into one of several outcome 

classes using the extracted knowledge. Extensive literature has been devoted to studying 

this problem under various contexts, including credit scoring, default prediction, mergers 

and acquisitions, bond rating, and so on [Tam 92]. The taxonomy of the approaches is 

shown in Figure 2.2. Three major approaches for knowledge discovery in databases are 

database management, statistics, and machine learning. 

• Database management provides an ability to extract tuples that satisfy a common 

condition This extraction can be regarded as a discovery to produce interesting and 

useful statements (e.g., "Toyota sold fewer cars this year than last."). These 

techniques, however, cannot by themselves determine what computations are worth 

trying, nor do they evaluate the quality of the derived patterns. This lack of automatic 

processes requires the guidance of users to uncover interesting patterns [Frawl 91]. 

• Statistical approaches have a strength in that they provide solid theoretical 

foundations. Various statistical-based algorithms have been developed and used 

extensively over past decades. Since Fisher's seminal work [Fsher 36], numerous 

discriminant analysis approaches have been developed for classification purposes. 
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- Database Management 

- Statistical Approaches: c.g .. , Discriminant Analysis, Logistic Regression 

Neural Nets: e.g .. , Backpropagation, Hopfield, Kohenon Networks 

Genetic Algorithms: e.g .. , GANNET 

Symboiic Learni.lg \ Specialization: Decision-Tree Induction 

\ "., .. 103, ASSISTANT, 0103, INFERULE 

Generalization . ~ Attribute Orientcd 

AQ Series 
e.g .. , AQR, AQII, AQI5, NEWGEM 

Figure 2.2 Taxonomy of Knowledge Discovery Approaches 
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In general, these approaches accept a random sample of observations defined by a 

chosen set of variables and generate a discriminant function that serves as a classifier. 

The function is constructed by maximizing the ratio of inter-group and intra-group 

variances. An alternative to the discriminant analysis approaches is logistic regression 

which generates a nonlinear logistic function. The dependent variable of the function 

falls between 0 and 1, and it is usually interpreted as the probability of a class 

outcome. In practice, it has been suggested that the logistic regression approach is 

often preferred over the discriminant analysis approach [Press 78]. These analysis 

techniques often rely on stringent assumptions (e.g., nornlal distribution of each 

variable), and knowledge is represented in terms of mathematical functions and 

parameters. Statistical methods, however, have shown several limitations. For 

example, results of statistical analysis are sometimes difficult to interpret and may 

require the guidance of the user to specify where and how to analyze the data. Also in 

many cases they require simplifying assumptions such as statistical independence and 

normal distribution, which are hard to maintain in reality [Chen 73, Clark 89, Frawl 

91]. 

• Machine learning is the process of constructing a knowledge representation to acquire 

knowledge. It involves the process of constructing or modifying representations of 

what is being experienced [Mich 83a, 89]. Machine learning discovery systems 

incorporate elements of scientific method and are tested on scientific data. At this 
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point, the features of databases which are often dynamic, incomplete, and noisy 

render many learning algorithms ineffective in the general case, and require non

trivial adaptation such as an incremental approach and tree pruning techniques. 

Detailed discussions on machine learning are presented in the following section. 

2.2 Inductive Machine Learning Techniques 

Machine learning is concerned with the problem of how machines can acqmre 

knowledge. Along with an increasing recognition ofthe knowledge bottleneck problem in 

transforming knowledge from human experts to knowledge-based systems, machine 

learning has been expanding rapidly in recent years. Especially, learning from examples 

has been seen as not only a feasible way, but also the only way of avoiding the 

knowledge bottleneck problem [Michi 87, Quin 88a]. While it is often difficult for an 

expert to articulate his expertise explicitly and clearly, it is usually relatively easy to 

document case studies of his skill at work. Learning is described as a process in which a 

system builds a retrievable representation of its past interactions with its environment. 

Therefore, the most important feature of a machine learning system is it's ability to 

improve performance by learning and to be adaptive to the environment by acquiring 

knowledge. 

Inductive machine learning techniques can be divided into three general categories 

based on the process of constructing a representation of knowledge: neural networks, 

genetic algorithms, and symbolic machine learning. The problem most often addressed by 
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these techniques can be defined as follows: given descriptions of a set of instances 

labeled as belonging to a particular class, determine a procedure for correctly assigning 

new instances to these classes. Neural network, genetic algorithms, and symbolic learning 

systems generally require the same input; namely, classified instances represented as 

feature vectors. In addition, the performance of these learning systems is usually 

measured by testing their ability to correctly classify new instances. The performance of a 

symbolic learning system (i.e., ID3) and two neural networks learning systems (i.e., 

Perception and Backpropagation) were compared on five real-world data sets in [Shav 

91]. An extensive review of these three machine learning techniques was presented in 

[Chen 93]. 

2.2.1 Neural Networks 

Neural networks are a mathematical model for the human brain. The basic neural network 

unit may be called the artificial neuron, with output firing or not firing depending on 

input, just as the human neuron does. Neural networks are based on the process of finding 

the best set of coeffi~ients, or weight vectors, that minimize a given error function. Neural 

networks can thus be said to "learn," because they classify new input patterns into output 

patterns based on previous experience. In this way, neural networks perform induction. 

Neural networks explore many competing hypothesis simultaneously, using massive 

parallel nets which are composed of computational nodes connected by links with 

variable weights. 
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Several algorithms have been developed for training a network to respond correctly 

to a set of instances by appropriately modifying its connection weights [Rosen 62, Hint 

86, Rumel 86, Lipp 87]. For example, Hopfield networks have been used extensively in 

the area of global optimization and search [Tank 87, Hop 82]. Kohonen networks have 

been utilized in pattern recognition [Kohon 89]. Backpropagation networks have been 

applied to bank failure predictions [Flet 93, Tam 92] and planning end-user system 

development [Lode 93]. Research in neural networks is growing rapidly, and promises to 

contribute valuable insights to machine learning because of the following advantages 

[Luger 89]: 

• They handle noise well. Once trained, neural networks show an ability to recognize 

patterns even though part of the input data is missing or obscured. 

• They are robust. Because the information is distributed, neural networks can survive 

the failure of some nodes. 

• They are able to learn new concepts. 

• They are flexible, in that they can be applied to many different domains where other 

approaches have been frustrated, such as speech recognition and medical image 

retrieval [Huang 93]. 

However, there are two major disadvantages: 



INPUTS 

Make no attempt to 
explain its reasoning 

Figure 2.3 The Concept of Black-Box Approach 
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OUTPUTS 

• Neural network learning is a "black-box" approach. As Figure 2.3 shows, the system 

makes no determination as to what goes inside a module. Forcing the network to 

"explain" its reasoning is difficult. Therefore, it is not appropriate for building a 

knowledge base where high-level patterns (i.e., patterns understood and used 

directly by people) are required. 

• They usually involve a large number of training instances and long training periods 

compared to symbolic learning algorithms. 

2.2.2 Genetic Algorithms 

Genetic algorithms were developed based on the principle of genetics [Mchwz 92, Gold 

89]. In such algorithms, a population of individuals (potential solutions) undergoes a 
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sequence of unary (mutation) and higher order (crossover) transformations. These 

individuals strive for survival: a selection (reproduction) scheme, biased toward selecting 

fitter individuals, produces the individuals for the next generation. After some number of 

generations the program converges - the best individual represents the optimum solution 

[Chen 93]. 

Over the past years there have been several research which compared the 

performance of the genetic algorithms with that of other machine learning techniques. 

Kitano performed systematic, empirical studies on the speed of convergence of genetic 

algorithms and Backpropagation networks [Kita 90]. The results indicated that genetic 

search is, at best, as efficient as faster variants of a Backpropagation algorithm in very 

small scale networks, but far less efficient in larger networks. The performance of 

decision tree and related methods on a task previously tacked by a genetic algorithm was 

examined in [Quin 88b]. The empirical test showed that accurate classifiers were 

discoverable from training sets much smaller than those required for the genetic system. 

Estimated computation times also appear to favor the tree-based methods. Like the neural 

networks, genetic algorithm is a "black-box" approach; therefore, it also is inappropriate 

for building a knowledge base where high-level knowledge is required. 

2.2.3 Symbolic Learning 

Symbolic learning is a process that takes data and compresses it into a meaningful fornl. 

This process permits the classification of new data, based on features or attributes of 
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observed data. Often classes are described using explicit classification rules and concepts. 

Rules for classification may be provided by an expert or they may be acquired 

mechanically. In either case, we want the concept to be accurate and concise, and we need 

it within a reasonable period of time. Let us consider these requirements in detail [Rend 

89, Frawl 91]. 

• Concept Accuracy: Because of the extreme complexity of real-world problems, the 

exact target concept is seldom obtained. Instead, the rule acquired by the learning 

system is an approximation. The quality of the approximation may vary and is 

naturally defined in terms of its classification error. In other words, given a sample of 

instances whose true classification is known, the estimated accuracy of a concept is 1 

- (number of incorrect classifications) / (number of instances tested) = (number 

correct) / (total number) = estimated probability of correct classification. 

• Concept Conciseness: Another desirable property of a knowledge discovery system 

is conciseness of its output concept. For example, many systems produce a concept in 

the form of disjunctive logic statements. Assuming that any disjunctive statement is 

as concise as any other, a smaller member of statements is better because a more 

concise form is more easily understood. (And also more reliable, since more instances 

support each concept.). 
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• Efficiency: For simple problems, the speed of concept learning may be a mInor 

consideration, because slow processing may be only a slight inconvenience. However, 

for real-world problems, efficiency becomes paramount. Slow systems can preclude 

practical learning. Particularly important is the complexity of concept formation. 

Processing speed is usually a function of the number of instances, the number of the 

attributes per instance, and the number of pre-specified classes in the domain of 

application. An algorithm is considered inefficient if an increase in any of these slows 

the system more than linearly. 

The rule or concept output by symbolic learning approach is often represented using 

logic, frequently as a disjunction of conjuncts. It can also take the form of a decision tree. 

To learn a concept, symbolic learning approaches use different methods, such as 

specialization (refining a decision tree or event space partition) or generalization 

(merging parts of event space) [Rend 89]. 

Both of these methods input training instances to form a rule or concept which 

allows the classification of unknown instances into one of several pre-specified classes. 

Therefore, the outputs of these approaches are similar, and their representations are nearly 

equivalent [Rend 89]. Suppose that one of pre-specified classes is "boy ball" and the three 

attributes an object can have are shape, color, and size. Let's assume that a rule is 

generated to classify an unknown instance into a "boy ball": If Shape is "round" and Size 

is "medium" then the Object is "boy ball." The basic equivalence is illustrated in Figure 
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2.4. It shows the relationship of a decision tree to the event space form of a classification 

rule. The two diagrams are nearly equivalent. The event space form (a) corresponds to the 

decision tree (b), although the decision tree has more information because it orders 

attributes. 

Normally a decision tree treats one attribute at a time. If an instance x is a k-tuple of 

attribute values (x\> X2, ... , Xk), then each level ofa decision tree corresponds to one of the 

k attributes Xi (I ~ k). In Figure 2.4, k = 3 attributes - shape, color, and size. Because 

shape and size are enough to determine class membership, this tree is just two levels 

deep. 

SHAPE 
(a) (b) 

~ 
triangle round square 

I 

~ 
small medium large 

p 

Figure 2.4. Relationship of a Decision Tree to the Event Space Form of a Concept. 
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One major distinction between these approaches is the type of inductive operators 

they implement. Specialization operators split sets of instances. For example, the attribute 

at the root of the tree, Shape, partitions instances into three categories using values of the 

attribute: triangle, round, and square. On the other hand, generalization operators grow 

sets of instances from a single instance. For example, a concept [round, medium] is 

generated which differentiates a positive instance for "boy ball" from all negative 

instances. As more concepts are merged, the number of instances covered by the concept 

increases. These two approaches are detailed further in the next section. 

2.3 Symbolic Learning Approaches 

The best-known learning algorithms that use specialization and generalization are ID3 

and AQll, respectively. This section describes these approaches in terms of their basic 

operation, advantages and disadvantages, and time complexity. We also briefly explain an 

attribute-oriented induction method which extracts classifiers from relational databases 

using the generalization process. 

2.3.1 ID3 

Decision-tree induction algorithms use specialization operators. In these algorithms the 

entire space of possible instances begins as a single general description. The space is then 

split into two or more parts according to some information theoretic standard. Hunt, 

Marin, and Stone [Hunt 66] originated this concept, and Quinlan [Quin 83b, 86] later 
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modified it and developed the ID3 algorithm. The widespread popularity and particular 

efficiency of this algorithm has expedited research on decision-tree induction approaches 

[Cest 87, Cheng 88, Utgff 89, Uthu 91], on splitting rule and pruning method 

development (Breim 84, Quin 87a & 87b, Ming 87], and comparing performances of 

those methods [Ming 89a & 89b, Bunt 92, Holte 93]. 

Basic Operation 

A decision tree is a simple recursive structure for representing a decision procedure in 

which an instance is assigned to one of a disjoint set of pre-specified outcome classes. 

The instances are expressed in terms of a fixed set of decision input attributes, each of 

which takes one value from a pre-determined range. A non-terminal (interior) node in the 

tree represents a decision attribute value test, and a terminal (leaf) node denotes a 

decision outcome class. Thus, each path from the root node to a leaf corresponds to a rule 

for that class. Quinlan's ID3 algorithm is a typical example of decision-tree induction 

algorithms from decision instances. The algorithm examines each attribute for decision

tree construction using an information-theoretic-attribute-selection heuristic. We will 

briefly describe the algorithm here. 

Let A = a set ofk attributes {AI> A2, ... , Ad, 

S = a set of instances at some decision tree node, 

Vi = a set of possible values {Vii, Vi2,"" Vig} of an attribute Ai 
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where the cardinality of Vi , /Vi / = g, 

8 ij = a set of instances in 8 having value Vj of an attribute Aj, 

C = a set ofc pre-specified classes {C), C2, ••• , Ce}, 

PS,t = the probability that any arbitrary instance in 8 belongs to class Ct. 

Information gained by branching on an attribute Ai is given by: 

Gain(Aj,8) = 1(8) - E(Aj,8) 

where 1(8) is the expected information needed to classify each instance in 8 with its 

corresponding class, and E(Aj,8) is the expected information required for a tree with Ai 

as the root. They are defined as follows: 

c 

1(8) = - L Ps,t 10g2Ps,1 
1=1 

ID3 selects an attribute Ai which maximizes the gain, partitions instances into 

subsets according to possible values of the attribute, and then applies the same process 
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recursively to form decision trees for the residual subsets Sj,), Sj,2, ... , Sj,g' It has been 

shown that the information gain criteria tends to favor attributes with more values. 

Quinlan (1986) introduced a new attribute selection measure called the information gain 

ratio (IGR), which compensates for this bias. The information gain ratio is defined as: 

IVil ISijl ISijl 
-L -I Ilogl(-I I ). 

)=1 S S 

If all instances belong to a single class then terminate with a leaf by labeling that class 

else 

name 

compute the IGR for each candidate attribute and select the one with the largest IGR 

for branching from the current node to its child nodes; 

partition instances into subsets according to the values of the selected attribute; 

for each value of the attribute do 

recursively construct a subtree with the corresponding subsets of instances; 

Figure 2.5 The Core of the ID3 Algorithm 
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Note that IV(Aj) only measures the information content of S in terms of a distribution 

of values in attribute Aj. When the number of values increases from v to v+l, the 

maximum increase in IV(Aj) is log2 (v+1)/v. Figure 2.5 shows the core of the ID3 

algorithm. This process has been called the tree creation stage [Ming 89a]. 

Time Complexity 

Utgoff [Utgff 89] described the time complexity of the SDTI approach, which 

incorporates the ID3 algorithm in detail. Let d represent the number of attributes, b 

represent the maximum number of possible values for each attribute, and n represent the 

number of training instances. Before computing the lOR for a candidate attribute, the 

algorithm reads each instance and examines the value of the attribute and the class to 

which it belongs. It then adds 1 to the instance-count of the corresponding value-class in 

an array that is indexed by the value of the attribute and the class. At the root, the 

algorithm must count all d attributes values of all n instances. Thus, there are d. n times 

instance-counts and d lOR calculations. Once the best attribute is found, the algorithm 

partitions n instances into subsets according to the values of the attribute. In the worst 

case, all n instances will be examined and there will be b subtrees at level one. However, 

each instance is described by d - 1 attributes at this level. Therefore, there will be (d - 1). 

n times instance-counts and (d - 1). b lOR calculations. In general, the worst-case cost of 

building the tree in terms of instance-count additions is: 



d 

Lixn = 
i=1 

dx(d+l) 

2 
=> O(n.ct). 

For instances partition, it takes Orne d), and for IGR calculations, it takes: 

d 

Lixbd
-

i 
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Therefore, the overall time complexity is Orne ct), which means that the complexity of 

the worst-case cost of building a tree with the ID3 algorithm is linear with respect to the 

number of training instances. 

Advantages 

• ID3 has been shown to be computationally cheaper in terms of rule production than the 

AQ algorithm [O'Rork 82]. 

• It considers all attributes tests when growing a node in the tree during induction, and 

uses entropy to select the best one to place at that node. Therefore, its dependence on a 

specific instance is eliminated. 

• Good accuracy and noise tolerance may rely on proper splitting operations. The 

information-theoretic criteria (entropy function) to optimize split used by ID3 works 
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extremely well; therefore, ID3 has been incorporated into a number of commercial 

systems including 1 ST Class, ACLS, Expert-Ease, ExTran and RuleMaster. 

• It can easily be adapted to handle noisy data by virtue of its top-down approach to tree 

generation. Overfitting of decision trees can thus be avoided by halting tree growth 

when no more significant information can be gained. 

• ID3 is easy to use because it has no user-defined parameters. 

Disadvantages 

• Regardless of the number of decision outcome classes involved in the induction task, it 

constructs a single decision tree. As the number of classes increases, however, the tree 

usually becomes more complex than necessary with regard to the number of leaves and 

nodes. An overly complex tree might derive from the inclusion of an attribute in the 

tree which is not critical in terms of classifying instances in a certain class, but is 

selected for its dominant effect on instances in other classes. 

• Because all values of a selected attribute are used to partition a set of data, they can be 

unnecessarily subdivided; this will increase the number of the rules and make the tree 

more complex. 

• Rules represented in the form of a decision tree are less convenient for manipulations 

than the variable-valued logic in the AQ algorithm. Decision trees need to be 

converted into decision rules before they can be used by rule-based systems to classify 

new instances although the conversion is not particularly difficult. 
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2.3.2 AQll 

A number of algorithms based on AQ (NEWGEM, AQR [Mich 69], AQll [Mich 83b], 

AQllP, and AQ15 [Mich 86]) incorporate generalization. They induce a set of decision 

rules, one for each class in turn. Each rule is of the form 'if ( cover) then predict (class)' , 

where (cover) is a combination of attribute tests, which is described as follows: The basic 

test on an attribute is called a selector. For example, (Shape = "round"), (Size = 

"medium"), and (Age > "50") are all selectors. A conjunction of selectors is called a 

complex, and a disjunct of complexes is called a cover. 

Having chosen a class on which to focus, it forms a disjunct of complexes (the cover) 

to serve as the condition of the rule for that class. This process occurs in stages: each 

stage generates a single complex, and then removes the examples it covers from the 

training set. This step is repeated until enough complexes have been found to cover all the 

examples of the chosen class. The entire process is repeated for each class in turn. 

Jlasic Operation 

AQ 11 generates a cover in a number of steps. The algorithm starts with an initial cover 

that is either empty or supplied by the user. The process of generating a star consists of 

"extending" a seed against all negative instances. In the extension, however, some of the 

negative instances can be covered. The star is specialized by excluding negative instances 

from it. If the procedure were to work exhaustively, the search space of stars would grow 
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exponentially in the number of negative instances. To help with this problem, one 

parameter (maxstar) controls how many disjuncted complexes may be kept in a star. 

Basically, the generalization process finds a set of conjuncts that cover an arbitrarily 

selected positive instance; then the algorithm truncates each conjunct so that it does not 

include any negative instances. The resulting conjuncts make up the set of candidate 

concepts. The best conjunct from the set is selected as the best rule according to a user

defined criteria such as "maximization of the number of positive instances covered" or 

"complexes with fewer selectors." Figure 2.6 summarizes this algorithm. 

Time Complexity 

Analysis of the time complexity of this algorithm is described in detail in [Clark 89]. We 

will use the same denotations used in the previous section. In addition, let s represent the 

star size, and c represent the number of pre-specified classes. For each negative instance, 

the following operations is carried out: 

A negative instance is found by iterating through the negative set. This takes O( d • 

n). The set of selectors that distinguishes the negative instance from the seed is found, 

where the maximum number of selectors is d. Each complex in the star is specialized by 

interaction with this set of selectors, taking O(d • s), and the resulting complexes are 

evaluated, taking time O(d • n • s). Finally, the complexes are sorted and the star 

trimmed, taking O(d. s (n + log (d. s)). Thus, for each negative instance the time is 

bounded by taking O(d. s (n + log (d. s)). 



Let pas be a set of positive instances of class C; 

Let NEG be a set of negative instances of class C; 

Let COVER be the empty cover; 

While COVER does not cover all instances in pas do 

select an uncovered positive instance (a seed); 

let STAR be the set containing the empty complex; 

while any complex in STAR covers some negative instances in NEG do 

select a negative instance covered by a complex in STAR; 

let EXTENSION be all selectors that cover the seed but not the negative 

instance in NEG; 

generate a new STAR by intersecting the current STAR with the extension 

of the seed; 

remove all complexes in STAR subsumed by other complexes; 

trim the STAR if the number of complexes exceeds the user defined 

threshold, max star; 

return STAR; 

let BEST be the best complex in STAR according to user defined criteria; 

add BEST as an extra disjunct to COVER; 

Return COVER; 

Figure 2.6 The Core of the AQII Algorithm 
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In the worst case, AQ11 would induce n rules of length d, giving an overall time 

complexity for each class of O(n2 
• cf • s). Since it performs this procedure iteratively c 

times, the overall time complexity is O(c • s • n2 
• cf) which means that the complexity 

of the worst-case cost of inducing rules with the AQ 11 is quadrafic with respect to the 

number of training instances. 

Advantages 

• Since there are only two classes, POS and NEG, this approach only selects attributes 

which are critical in terms of representing instances in classes POS and NEG. 

• A rule which distinguishes a positive instance (seed) from all negative instances is 

maximally generalized. 

• The rules produced in the form of variable-valued logic are more comprehensive than 

decision tree. 

Disadvantages 

• Because of its complex processing and multiply nested loops, we would expect AQll 

to be quite slow. In particular, the process required to exclude negative instances from 

the star may cause the algorithm to slow drastically as the number of training instances 

increases. 

• The rules produced will vary depending on the order in which the training subsets are 

presented. 
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• It only considers specializations that exclude some particular covered negative instance 

from the complex while ensuring some particular 'seed' positive instance remains 

covered, iterating until all negative instances are excluded. As a result, AQ searches 

only the space of complexes that are completely consistent with the training data. 

• It is difficult to apply a cut-off method similar to decision-tree pruning to halt 

specialization when no further specializations are statistically significant. 

• Being bottom-up in nature, it is prone to disruption when there is noise in data. 

• Poor results can be expected unless its parameters are carefully adjusted. 

Figure 2.7 shows the comparison of three major knowledge discovery approaches 

(Le., Database Management, Statistical Approaches, Machine Learning) in terms of 

assumptions of requirements, need for user guidance, knowledge representation, 

knowledge understandability, ability to discover unknown knowledge, training time, 

noise handling, potential for incremental mode, and availability to be applied for domains 

with joint decision outcomes. 

2.3.3 Attribute-Oriented Induction Method . 

This method was developed to extract classification rules from relational databases. The 

method adopts the AI learning-from-examples paradigm and applies an attribute-oriented, 

tree-ascending technique that integrates database operations with the learning process. It 

provides a simple and efficient way of learning from large databases. In this method, the 



Database Statistical Machine Learning 

Management Approaches Neural Nets Genetics Symbolic Learning 

103 AQ Algorithm 

Require Assumptions No Yes No No No No 

Need User Guidance Yes No No No No No 

Rule Representation Production Math Func. Weight Fitness Tree Logic 

Rule Understandability (U.S.) Well U.S. U.S. Opaque Opaque Well U.S. Well U.S. 

Discover Unknown Knowledge No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Training Time Short Short Long Long Short Short 

Noise Handling - Good Good Good Good Bad 

Potential for Incremental - No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Availability to 1.0.0. Yes No Yes Yes No Yes 

Figure 2.7 Comparison of Knowledge Discovery Approaches 
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instances (tuples) that support the target class serve as positive examples, and those that 

support the contrasting class serve as negative examples. To distinguish the target class 

from the contrasting class, the portion of the target class that overlaps with that of the 

contrasting class should be removed from the description of classification rules. 

A major assumption required in the application of this method is that a taxonomy for 

each attribute exists and is represented as a concept tree. For example: 

{freshman, sophomore,junior, senior} c undergraduate 

{M.S., M.A., Ph.D.} c graduate 

{Burnaby, Vancouver, Victoria, Richmond} c British Columbia 

{Calgary, Edmonton} c Alberta 

{Ottawa, Toronto} c Ontario 

{British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario} c Canada 

This concept hierarchy shows that the higher concept of a value, 'Vancouver' is 'British 

Columbia', and its higher concept in turn is 'Canada'. 

Basic Operation 

Step 1. Cluster instances according to the target class and the contrasting class. 

Step 2. Perform a generalization process by ascending the concept tree or removing 

attributes. Because different classes can share tuples, care must be taken in the 
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generalization process. The tuples shared by both target and contrasting classes 

should be marked; such marks should be inherited in their generalized tuples. If 

the portion of the resulting relation in the target still contains more unmarked 

tuples than the threshold value, further generalization is needed. 

Step 3. Eliminate the marked tuples. 

Step 4. Transform the final relation into logic formulas. 

Analysis of the Method 

The efficiency of this method was demonstrated by analyzing its worst-case time 

complexity in [Han 93, Cai 91]. The result indicated that the time complexity was O(d. 

h.n./og.n), where n is the number of tuples in the database, d is the number of attributes 

for each tuple, and h is the level of each concept. 

Even though the concept of the operation is relatively simple, this method is limited 

in its applications to domains where concept hierarchy is available. 
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CHAPTER 3 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE IMAGE RETRIEVAL EXPERT SYSTEM 

A knowledge-based approach has been shown effective in retrieving relevant prior patient 

images based on the characteristics of current image examinations, patient status and 

clinical questions from requesting physicians. Acquiring radiologists' image retrieval 

knowledge has been one of the key issues in developing the knowledge-base of the Image 

Retrieval Expert System (IRES). There have been many challenges, including radiologists' 

difficulties in verbalizing underlying knowledge networks, wide variations in individual 

radiologists' retrieval preferences, and the need for easy access for modification and 

maintenance of the knowledge-base. These challenges have resulted in significant 

bottlenecks in knowledge-engineer-driven knowledge acquisition. Inductive machine 

learning is being explored as an alternative to overcome these problems in traditional 

knowledge acquisition techniques. 

In this chapter, we will briefly review the primary radiological image reading process, 

present an overview of IRES, and provide support for the decision for an inductive machine 

learning approach for IRES. 

In the next section, we explore several problems experienced in the current film-based 

image reading process and explain why IRES is needed in the environment of a totally 
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digitized radiology. Section 3.2 presents characteristics of the retrieval of prIor 

examinations. This will' be followed by an overview of previous IRES research work. In 

Section 3.4, we discuss the need and opportunity for applying a symbolic learning approach 

in developing the knowledge-base of IRES .. 

3.1 Trend Toward Totally Digital Radiology 

When performing primary readings (i.e., interpretations of radiological examinations), 

radiologists usually need to refer to a variety of data, such as prior patient images, patient 

clinical history/status records, and consultations with physicians or other radiologists, 

before being able to complete examination reports. Reference to a patient's prior 

examinations for comparison, confirmation, and/or evaluation is integral to the entire image 

reading process and requires the investment of significant amounts of time and energy from 

already overwhelmed radiologists. 

Current practices in most hospitals support radiologists' prior image reference by pre

hanging a limited set of prior images of the patient according to some simple rules of thumb 

(e.g., pre-hang the most recent prior examinations of same modality and anatomical 

portion). When such prior image retrieval support is inadequate, radiologists must search for 

additional prior images in patient jackets, in which prior examinations might have been 

placed out of sequence or may be missing. Thus, radiologists sometimes must choose 

between spending more time physically searching fruitlessly for a specific missing prior 

image, or ignoring the missing image, compromising the potential value of viewing it, 
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should it be found. Besides the problem of missing or misplaced prior examinations, the 

current film-based reading process has experienced great difficulty in storing (e.g., 

Hundreds of images are taken every day and state law requires a minimum retention period 

of prior images) and sharing (e.g., A radiologist and a clinician may want to look at the 

same image at the same time). 

Picture Archiving and Communication System (P ACS), an automated system aimed at 

the realization of totally digitized radiology, has been one of the recent popular solutions 

proposed to meet the demand associated with the advances in medical imaging 

technologies. Computerizing the management of medical information requires that textual 

and image data be archived and shared over communication networks [Zelen 83, Sheng 

90b]. This makes adequate prior image retrieval support even more essential for ensuring a 

satisfactory level of productivity and quality of radiological service. The digital counterpart 

of a typical patient's radiological image jacket can range in size from a few megabytes to 

hundreds of gigabytes. The amount of image data from a current examination and prior 

examinations to be displayed during one examination interpretation might vary from a few 

megabits to a few gigabits. Both present and immediately foreseeable future computer and 

communication technologies have performance levels that inhibit browsing in a digital 

patient jacket and also retrieving images in real-time from remote or slow access storage 

devices. Because of this, both patient image search space reduction, and migration of that 

reduced space to a local display workstation before an examination reading starts, are 
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critical to improving digital radiology performance [Sheng 90a, 90b, 94a, 94b, Wang 90, 

Wilsn 94, Wong 94]. 

3.2 Characteristics of the Retrieval of Prior Examinations 

Some of the characteristics of the medical image retrieval application which are discussed 

in [Sheng 94c], include.: 

Inconsistent retrievals: Different (or even the same) radiologists may prefer different 

retrievals for the same examination. The retrievals of prior examinations by the same 

radiologist for the reading of the same examination observed at different times may not 

be identical. This inconsistency increases noise levels in the input data set, and reduces 

the effectiveness of inductive learning algorithms. 

Incomplete input information: The input attribute values are extracted from 

consultation requisition forms and/or examination forms of current examinations. 

However, the information is not always complete because some attributes are not 

applicable to all examinations; additionally, it is sometimes difficult for physicians or 

others to explicitly provide an appropriate value for some attribute. 
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Case Characteristics of Current Examination Prior Exams 
Num. Modality Condition Anatomical-Portion Sex • •• Retrieved 

1 CT Critical Brain M ••• I, II 
2 CT Critical Abdomen F ••• I, II, III 
3 MRI Critical Abdomen F ••• I, III 
4 MRI Satisfactory Abdomen F ••• II, IV 
5 X-ray Satisfactory Chest M ••• I, IV 
6 X-ray Satisfactory Brain M ••• II, III, IV 

Exam I: Baseline examination ofthe same anatomical-portion (AP) and modality. 
Exam II: Most recent pre-operative examination of the same AP and modality. 
Exam III: Most recent examination of the same AP and modality. 
Exam IV: Most recent examination ofa related AP and the same modality. 

Figure 3.1 A Sample Data Set of Image Retrieval Cases 
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Multiple decision instances: When interpreting an examination with existence of a 

tumor, for example, radiologists usually would retrieve a series of most recent prior 

examinations with the same modality and anatomical portion as those of the current 

examination. Figure 3.1 shows a sample data set of image retrieval cases. As can be seen, 

each instance belongs to joint decision outcomes. 

3.3 A Review of Previous IRES Research 

The goal ofIRES design as described in [Hu 92]: 

• To identify radiologists' knowledge in determining the relevance between prIor 

examinations and the current examination, in order to retrieve relevant prior 

examinations that can be used to confirm SusplCIOns and/or to evaluate disease 

progression during the primary reading. 

• To provide a knowledge verification method. 

• To conduct several knowledge validation activities. 

3.3.1 Traditional Knowledge-Engineer-Driven Knowledge Acquisition 

Several major IRES research studies have been completed by the P ACS Research Group 

at the University of Arizona [Wang 90, Sheng 92]. Each study had its own focused 

anatomical-portion and/or modality, as well as an unique approach to acquiring image 

retrieval knowledge. The approaches ranged from observations, questionnaires, and 

structured interviews with radiologists to a Group Decision Support System with multiple 
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experts and protocol analysis. However, even though the complete cycle of knowledge 

engineering was demonstrated during previous research, all of the studies were 

implemented with traditional knowledge-engineer-driven knowledge acquisition 

technique. 

Acquiring radiologists' image retrieval knowledge using this technique has presented 

the following problems, which causes significant bottlenecks in knowledge acquisition: 

• The lengthy process of interactions with radiologists renders it uneconomic to 

maintain the IRES knowledge-base at a level closely resembling up-to-date 

radiologists' image retrieval behavior. 

• Radiologists often lack the ability to verbalize or even recognize the existence of their 

image retrieval knowledge. 

• There is a wide variability in terms of experience, specialty, and personal preferences 

among radiologists, which results in difficulties in acquiring generalizable image 

retrieval knowledge. 

3.3.2 Inductive Machine Learning Using Neural Nets 

Inductive machine learning using neural-network learning algorithms (e.g., 

Backpropagation networks) has been explored as a means of overcoming the bottlenecks 

resulting from the use of radiologists' image reference behavior in the traditional 

knowledge-engineer-driven knowledge acquisition technique [Huang 93, Sheng 94c]. 
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Since neural net techniques are flexible in that they can be applied to different 

domains (e.g., selection of multiple prior examinations) and are adaptive to noisy data 

sets (e.g., inconsistent retrieval behavior for the same examination type), the validation 

result from Backpropagation nett was satisfactory. However, the knowledge obtained 

from the neural net learning algorithms is usually quite opaque, an impenetrable mass of 

connection weights. Thus, getting the network to explain its reasoning is difficult. That is, 

even though the Backpropagation network learning teclmique provided satisfactory 

validation results, the knowledge contained in KB is inexplicable. 

3.4 Symbolic Learning Approach in developing IRES knowledge base 

We have shown that the traditional knowledge-engineer-driven knowledge acquisition 

approach was a very long and error-prone process, and that the neural net algorithm 

generated knowledge which was not clearly understandable. As discussed before, many 

radiologists have difficulty in verbalizing their image retrieval knowledge. Therefore, if 

there is a system which can explain its reasoning, it will both help radiologists explain their 

chain of reasoning and be used in training residents. 

I A local representation as an encoding scheme was adopted in which every value of input attributes (or 
output classes) was assigned to an input (or output) node. As a result, the Backpropagation network 
contained 64 nodes in the input layer, 26 nodes in the output layer, and a hidden layer whose number of 
nodes had been tuned during the validation phase. The experimental results suggested that 100 hidden 
nodes offered the best performance. 
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The major goal of this research is to develop a system which not only requires just a 

short time for acquiring knO\yledge, but also explains its rationale while providing high 

accuracy in predicting prior radiological images to be retrieved. 

Inductive symbolic learning algorithms have been suggested to achieve our goal 

because ofthe following reasons: 

• There are two best-known algorithms in this category, AQ algorithms and decision-tree 

inducers. The former generate knowledge (Le., rules) in the form of a logic, and the 

latter generate knowledge in the form of a decision tree, both of which are easy to 

understand. 

• Processing time required by symbolic learning algorithms is much shorter than that of 

the traditional knowledge-engineer-driven knowledge acquisition approach, and is 

shorter even than that required by neural net algorithms. 

3.4.1 Performance Comparison from Previous Studies 

The AQ family of algorithms were previously compared with the decision-tree induction 

approaches by several research papers: [O'Rork 82] using AQIIP and 103, [Lavra 86] 

using NEWGEM and ASSISTANT, [Mich 86] using AQ15 and ASSISTANT, and [Rend 

89] using AQ 15 and 103. In terms of accuracy, all four reports show that the output from 

ASSISTANT/I03 is at least as accurate as that from AQ. O'Rorke suggested that the 
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decision trees produced by ID3 may be more accurate than the output from AQ 11 P where 

the data are especially noisy, and Quinlan's testing confirmed the accuracy of ID3 with 

noisy data [Quin 83a]. Rendell, et al. [Rend 89] also supported these findings. An 

experimental comparison of AQll and ID3 together with the new approach (MDT!) in 

four different domains is presented in Chapter 5. 

3.4.2 Problems in Applying Symbolic Learning to IRES 

Both AQ algorithms and decision-tree inducers have problems when applied to the 

development of the IRES KB. Decision-tree induction approaches can easily handle noisy 

data by tree pruning. However, approaches developed so far assume that each instance in 

a data set belongs to only a single decision outcome class (Le., mutually exclusive). 

Their goal is merely to specify the properties necessary to distinguish instances pertaining 

to different decision outcome classes. Therefore, these algorithms are not readily 

applicable to the image retrieval application, since more than one previous image 

examination (decision outcome class) might be retrieved. On the other hand, AQ 

algorithms can be readily applied to domains with joint decision outcomes by choosing a 

target class and considering other classes to be a contrasting class. The entire process is 

repeated for each class in turn. However, it is prone to disruption when there is noise in 

the data. That is, knowledge acquired from real-life cases read by radiologists will be 

very unreliable because this data contains heavy noise. 
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The aforementioned problems force us to develop a new decision-tree induction 

approach which is described in detail in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY TECHNIQUE: THE 

MULTI-DECISION-TREE INDUCTION APPROACH 

The decision-tree induction algorithms developed thus far are limited to domains where 

each decision instance's outcome belongs to only a single decision outcome class [Uthu 

91, Cheng 88, Cest 87, Quin 86]. Their goal is merely to specify the properties necessary 

to distinguish instances pertaining to different decision outcome classes. These 

algorithms then, do not easily handle many challenging applications in which decision 

instances have outcomes belonging to more than one decision outcome class (i.e., joint 

decision outcomes). Furthermore, when applied to domains with single decision 

outcomes, these algorithms become less efficient as the number of the pre-defined 

outcome classes increases. That is, regardless of the number of decision outcome classes 

involved in an induction task, previous approaches produced a single decision tree from a 

set of examples in an attempt to correctly classify new instances into one of the pre

specified decision outcome classes. Hence, as the number of classes increases, the tree 

usually becomes more complex than necessary with regard to the number of leaves and 

nodes. This unnecessarily complex tree results in the production of over-specialized 

classifiers and thus reduces the predicting accuracy of the tree. In other words, a complex 
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tree might include an attribute which is not critical in terms of classifying instances in a 

certain decision outcome class but was selected for its dominant effect on instances in 

other decision outcome classes. These attributes are rarely removed in the process of 

pruning if they are located at the uppermost portion of the tree because of the bottom-up 

nature of the pruning method: 

These problems could be avoided by constructing different decision trees for 

different decision outcome classes, and generating a set of rules from those trees. As can 

be seen from the following quote of Quinlan [14], this idea was previously mentioned. 

However, to the best of our knowledge, no past study has explored the multi-decision-tree 

induction approach. 

" ... Consider, however, the task of developing a rule from a given set of examples for 

classifying an animal as a monkey, giraffe, elephant, horse, etc. A single decision tree 

could be produced in which these various classes appeared as leaves. An alternative 

approach... discriminate monkeys from non-monkeys, another to discriminate giraffes 

from non-giraffes, and so on. Which approach is better? In a private communication, 

Marcel Shoppers has set out an argument showing that the latter can be expected to give 

more accurate classification of objects that were not in the training set. The multi-tree 

approach has some associated problems - the separate decision trees may classify an 

animal as both a monkey and a giraffe, or fail to classify it as anything, for example - but 

if these can be sorted out, this approach may lead to techniques for building more reliable 

decision trees." 
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In this chapter, we propose a new decision-tree induction approach called the Multi

Decision-Tree Induction (MDTI) approach, and provide theoretical analysis by 

comparing the quality of rules generated by the MDT! arid the Single-Decision-Tree 

Induction (SDT!) approaches in noise-free and noisy domains. 

The organization of the remainder of the chapter is as follows: Section 4.1 describes 

the MDTI approach. Section 2 presents problems associated with the application of the 

MDT! approach to classifying instances with a single decision outcome, and presents 

heuristics that can be used to overcome these problems. In Section 3, we explore the time 

complexity of the MDT! approach in terms of building trees from training sets, and 

compares the characteristics of the MDT! approach with that of the SDTI approach (i.e., 

ID3) and the AQ algorithm. Section 4 provides the theoretical comparison of the MDTI 

and the SDTI approaches in noise-free domains, and generalizes the advantage of the 

MDT! over the SDTI approach. In Section 5, we compare theoretically the performance 

of the MDTI and SDT! approaches in noisy data. 

4.1 MDTI Approach 

In order to avoid the problems associated with the single-decision-tree approach, we 

propose the MDT! approach, which constructs different decision trees for different 

decision outcome classes and generates a set of rules from those trees. The number of 

trees constructed is equivalent to the number of pre-specified classes in the training set. 

To construct a decision tree for each respective outcome class, the original instances in 
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the training data set are categorized into two revised classes: positive (P) and negative 

(N). If an instance has a decision outcome belonging to the outcome class for which the 

tree is constructed, it is assigned to revised class P. Otherwise it is assigned to revised 

class N. Figure 4.1 shows the pseudocode of this algorithm. 

Since there are only two classes in the revised data set, this approach would only 

select an attribute which is critical in terms of representing instances in classes P and N. 

Therefore, the rules representing instances in each class will be more general than those 

generated by the SDTI. Furthermore, rules for revised class N could be ignored without a 

loss of generality because instances in that class would be represented by rules for class P 

while constructing multiple trees for their corresponding classes. 

For each decision outcome class, Cj, for 1 :$; i :$; c 

do begin 

F or each instance in the training data set 

do if Cj , is in the instance decision outcome then 

assign to set P 

else assign to set N; 

Construct a decision tree using the ID3 algorithm; 

end 

Figure 4.1 The Basic MDTI algorithm 
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4.2 Heuristics for Problems with MDTI Approach 

As Quinlan demonstrated, two major problems that must be resolved before applying the 

MDTI approach are multiple class assignments and non-class assignment of certain 

instances in the test set [Quin 86]. These problems originate from the generality of rules 

produced by the MDTI approach. The generality of rules for the revised class P of each 

original class leads to multiple class assignments. For example, suppose that one of the 

rules produced for the revised class P of class I is "If A = aI, then class = P", and the rule 

for class II is "IfB = bI, then class = P". If there is an instance in the test set with A = al 

and B = b 1, it will simultaneously be assigned to classes I and II. On the other hand, the 

generality of rules pertaining to the revised class N causes a non-class assignment 

problem. When these problems arise while classifying instances in a test set, an 

evaluation scheme needs to be activated to determine the best approximate outcome class 

for the instance. We propose the better rule concept for the former problem, and the 

matching concept for the latter. 

When decision trees are transformed into production rules, every leaf of the decision 

tree corresponds to a primitive production rule of the form: 

if X I 1\ X2 1\ ••• 1\ Xn then class c 
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where the XiS are conditions and c is an outcome class assigned to the leaf. Xi takes the 

form of an attribute-value pair, and the complexity of the rule is 'n' which corresponds to 

the number of conditions on the left-hand side of the rule. 

We define the weight of a rule as follows: 

WT(Rij) = Coverage/Total 

where WT(Rij) is the i-th rule which represents instances in class j, 'Coverage' is the 

number of instances in the training set covered by this rule, and 'Total' is the size of the 

training set. 

4.2.1 Better Rule 

In the previous section, we defined a better rule as one that is more general and that is 

supported by more instances in the training set. It has been established that class 

prediction of instances in the test set derived from the better rule are more reliable and 

accurate (Michalski 1986; Smyth 1991). In accordance with this concept, we propose that 

if k rules are satisfied to determine the class of an instance e in the test data, the better 

rule (which is a rule with the largest weight among the k rules) should be applied. The 

following are the details of this heuristic: 
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1. Select a better rule among the k candidate rules where the better rule is defined as: 

rule r where WTr(Rij) = max {WTt(Rij)}, for t = l..k. 

2. Predict a class which is derived from the application of the better rule. In the case of 

a tie, the more general rule is preferred. 

4.2.2 Matching 

In this case, an instance belongs to a part of the decision space that is not covered by any 

decision rule. One way to solve this problem is to measure the fit between attribute-

values in the instance e and the rules describing each class. We define the Weighted 

Similarity Measure (WSM) between a rule and an instance e as follows: 

WSM(Rij,e) = L ~ x WT(Rij)' for f= 1 to n. 
f n 

where n is the complexity of the rule, and dr is a matching factor where dr = 1 if the 

condition Xr of the rule is satisfied by the instance e, and dr = 0 otherwise. The more the 

conditions of a rule match the instance e in the test data, and the more instances in the 

training data set support the rule, the greater the Weighted Similarity Measure. 

The Measure of Fit (MF) between the rules representing class j and the instance e is 

cOinputed as follows: 

MF(Cj,e) = L WSM(Rjpe), for i = 1 to number of rules in classj. 
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It can be interpreted as a relationship of "closeness" of the instance e to class j, and the 

most probable class is the one with the largest MF. 

4.3 Characteristics of the MDTI Approach 

4.3.1 Time Complexity for Decision Tree Construction 

Let d represent the number of attributes, b represent the maximum number of possible 

values for each attribute, and n represent the number of training instances. It was shown 

that the time complexity of the worst-case cost of building a tree with the ID3 algorithm 

was linear with respect to the number of training instances (Chapter 2). The overall time 

complexity was Orne cf). Now, let c be the number of pre-specified classes. Since the 

MDTI approach constructs single decision trees c times, based on the analysis of the 

SDTI time complexity results, it takes the MDTI approach O(c. n. cf). This is coupled 

with the fact that whenever the process reaches a terminal node in class P while 

constructing a tree, it traces a path from the terminal node to the root in order to generate 

a production rule. Since the number of leaves designated as class P is n - 1, and the depth 

of the final tree in the worst case is d in the final tree, this procedure takes time Orne d). 

Thus, the overall time complexity in the worst-case of building multi-trees with the 

MDTI algorithm is O(c. n. cf). 

4.3.2 Time Complexity for Decision Tree Evaluation 
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Unlike the SDTI approaches, the MDTI approach may use the aforementioned heuristics 

while classifying new instances. Therefore, it is worth comparing the time complexity of 

evaluating trees constructed by the MDTI approach with that constructed by the SDTI 

approach. 

SDTI Let m be the number of testing instances. In the final tree, there will be b 

subtrees at each non-terminal node, and the depth of the tree will be d in the worst case. 

In order to predict a class for each testing instance, the algorithm will test the value of an 

attribute of the instance b times at each level of the tree. Since the depth of the tree is d, 

and there are m testing instances, the overall time of evaluating a tree with the testing 

instances is O(bdm). 

MDTI Since c trees are constructed and each tree is evaluated based on testing 

instances, the time complexity involved in evaluating these trees is O(cbdm). However, 

all instances will be assigned to multiple classes, and each of them will be referred by c 

rules in the worst case. Note that the maximum number of candidate rules from each class 

which serve as class predictors of any instance is 1 due to the mutually exclusive nature 

of the decision tree. Therefore, the process of choosing a better rule for m instances takes 

O(cm). It is also possible that none of the testing instances are assigned to any class. Let r 

be the number of rules generated by the MDT!. Since the maximum number of conditions 

pertaining to a rule is d, the algorithm requires d comparisons between an attribute-value 
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of the rule and an instance. Thus, the total number of comparisons required for each 

matching in the worst case is d. r, and there will be d. r. m attribute-value comparisons in 

total. Hence, the overall time complexity for tree evaluation with a set of testing instances 

is O(cbdm + drm). 

4.3.3 Advantages and Disadvantages 

Advantages 

• Compared to the SDTI approach, the MDTI approach produces more general rules 

and more accurate decision outcomes. This is due to the fact that unimportant 

attributes are never selected while constructing a decision tree for each class. 

• It considers all attributes tests when growing a node in the tree during induction, and 

uses entropy to select the best one to place at that node. Therefore, its dependence on 

a specific instance is eliminated. 

• It uses the information-theoretic criteria (entropy function) to optimize split. 

• It can be easily adapted to handle noisy data by virtue of its top-down approach to tree 

generation. Overfitting of decision trees can be avoided by halting tree growth when 

no more significant information can be gained. 

• It is easy to use because it has no user-defined parameters. 
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Disadvantages 

• Because all values of a selected attribute are used to partition a set of data, values can 

be unnecessarily subdivided, and this will increase the number and complexity of 

rules. 

• Rules represented in the form of a decision tree are less convenient for manipulations 

than the variable-valued logic in the AQ algorithm. Decision trees need to be 

converted into decision rules before they can be used by rule-based systems to 

classify new instances. 

• Gains which can be realized by using the MDTI approach would be offset by an 

increase in computational cost, in terms of building trees from a set of training 

instances and evaluating them with reference to a set of testing instances. Naturally, 

the question of how the MDT! compares to the SDTI in this regard arises. 

The AQ algorithm, the SDTI approach (ID3), and the MDTI approach are compared 

in terms of basic operations of the algorithms and the quality of rule~ generated by those 

approaches in Table 4.1. 
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AQ ID3 MDTI 

• Algorithm 

- Operator Generalization Specialization Specialization 

- Specializes on Best attribute-value pair Best Attribute Best Attribute 

- Num. of Outcomes Two At least two Two 

- Use ofInfo. Theory No Yes Yes 

- Noise Resistance Bad Good Good 

- Time Complexity O(c. s. n2.cl) 
, 

O(n.cf). O(c.n.cl). 

- Availability to Data Yes No Yes 

with Joint Outcomes 

• Generated Rules 

- Cardinality Depends on data High High 

- Complexity Low High Average 

- Representation Variable-value logic Tree Tree 

Table 4.1 Comparison of Three Different Approaches 
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4.4 Theoretical Comparison of the MDTI with the SDTI Approach in Noise-Free 

Environment 

There are many factors in data which effect the quality of extracted rules. These factors 

include the number of instances in a training set, the distribution of classes to which each 

instance belongs, the number of attributes, the number of possible values for each 

attribute, the distribution of the values in a training set, the existence of determinant 

values of attributes to each class, level of noise, and so on. Since these factors are 

mutually dependent, comparing the modeling performance of an algorithm (or two 

different algorithms) in all possible environments is analytically difficult. 

In this section, we will compare theoretically the quality of rules generated by the 

MDT! and the SDTI approaches in terms of rule reliability and complexity in the 

following environments: 

• There exists a dominant value of a different attribute for different classes, where it can 

classify some instances to their corresponding classes by itself. For example, A = al 

for class I, B = b2 for class II, C = c3, and so on. 

• There exists a dominant value of an attribute for different classes. For example, A = 

al for class I, A = a2 for class II, A = a3 for class III, and so on. 

• Classes are uniformly distributed over all attribute-values. That is, nlc instances 

belong to class I, class II, ... , class c, and n// out of nlm instances having a same class 
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take the same value of an attribute, where 'c' is the number of pre-specified classes 

and 'n' is the number of instances in a training data set. 

When the number of pre-specified classes is greater than the number of attributes in 

the training set, given attribute-values pairs may not be enough to classify instances; this 

is, however, rarely the case. Therefore, we assume that the number of attributes is equal 

to or greater than the number of pre-specified classes. Let v represent the number of 

possible values each attribute can take. 

Scenario 1: There Exists a Dominant Value o/a Different Attribute/or Different Classes 

When there is a single attribute-value pair for different classes, the quality of rules 

generated by the MDTI approach is better than that generated by the SDTI approach 

(where a 'better rule' is defined as "a rule that is more general, more understandable, and 

supported by more instances"). Table 4.2 shows this case, where A = aI, B = b2, and C = 

c3 are attribute-value pairs which differentiate instances with class I, class II, and class 

III, respectively. When the MDTI approach is applied to this data, it identifies these 

simple classifiers and constructs three single level decision trees (Figure 4.2). Followings 

are the rules generated from these trees: 

Rule MI: If A = al then class = I. (Supported by 4 instances) 

Rule M2: IfB = b2 then class = II. (Supported by 4 instances) 

Rule M3: IfC = c3 then class = III. (Supported by 4 instances) 



Attribute Given Revised Class 

Ins. A B C Class Class I Class II Class III 

1 al bI cI I Y N N 

2 al b3 c2 I Y N N 

3 al bI c2 I Y N N 

4 al b3 cI I Y N N 

5 a2 b2 cI II N Y N 

6 a2 b2 c2 II N Y N 

7 a3 b2 c2 II N Y N 

8 a3 b2 cI II N Y N 

9 a2 bI c3 III N N Y 

10 a2 b3 c3 III N N Y 

11 a3 bI c3 III N N Y 

12 a3 b3 c3 III N N Y 

Table 4.2 A Sample Data Set Where There Exists a Dominant Value of a Different 
Attribute for Different Classes 
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Figure 4.2 Decision Trees Constructed by the MDTI Approach Using 
the Data in Table 4.2 
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b3 , 
N 

Figure 4.3 shows a single decision tree constructed by the SDTI approach. Following are 

the corresponding rules: 

Rule S 1: If A = al then class = I. (Supported by 4 instances) 

Rule S2: If A = a2 and B = b2 then class = II. (Supported by 2 instances) 

Rule S3: If A = a3 and B = b2 then class = II. (Supported by 2 instances) 

Rule S4: If A = a2 and B = bi then class = III. (Supported by I instance) 



a1 a2 a3 

~ ~ 
b1 b2 b3 b1 b2 b3 , , " , , 
III II III III II III 

Figure 4.3 Decision Tree Constructed by the SDTI 
Approach Using the Data in Table 4.2 

Rule S5: If A = a2 and B = b3 then class = III. (Supported by I instance) 

Rule S6: If A = a3 and B = bi then class = III. (Supported by I instance) 

Rule S7: If A = a3 and B = b2 then class = III. (Supported by I instance) 
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This approach selects the attribute 'A' as the root of the tree, and consequently 

partitions instances into subsets according to its three values, aI, a2, and a3. Even though 

values a2 and a3 are not critical in terms of classifying instances in class II and III, they 

are rather included in the tree for the dominant effect of attribute-value A = al on 
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instances in class 1. Compared with the rule M2, which is generated by the MDT! 

approach, rule 82 and 83 include A = a2 and A = a3 in their condition parts, respectively, 

in order to classify instances with class II. That is, these rules are more specified and less 

supported by instances than those generated by the MDTI approach. The quality of rules 

generated by the 8DTI approach for class III is much worse than the quality of rule M3 

generated by the MDTI approach. For example, rule 84 classifies instances with class III 

by (A = a2) and (B = b1) although there clearly exists an attribute-value, C = c3. Those 

two attribute-value pairs are selected in order to classify instances with class I and II. This 

is also a problem for rules 85, 86, and 87. These types of rules have a high probability of 

predicting a class for new instances incorrectly. Table 4.3 compares the quality of rules 

generated by the 8DTI and MDTI approaches in terms of the cardinality and complexity 

of rules. 

8DTI MDTI 

Cardinality 1+21 + 2'" = 7 3 

Complexity 1 [(lx1)+(2x21)+(2x2"')]/7 = 1.86 1 

.. 
1. Average number of condItIons III a rule. 

Table 4.3 Comparison of the Quality of Rules Generated by the 8DTI 
and MDTI Approaches 
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As the number of pre-specified classes and/or the number of possible values each 

attribute can take increase, the advantage of applying the MDTI approach over the SDTI 

approach becomes even greater. Suppose that there is a set of training instances where c == 

4 and v = 4. Even though we need only four rules (Le., if A = al then class I, if B = b2 

then class II, if C = c3 then class III, and if D = d4 then class IV) to classify instances in 

this data (which can be obtained by the MDTI approach), a much greater and more 

complex set of rules will be extracted if the SDTI approach is used. Figure 4.4 shows a 

single decision tree constructed by the SDTI approach. Table 4.4 shows the quality of 

rules generated by the SDTI and MDTI approaches, given this set of training instances. 

From Table 4.3 and 4.4 we can generalize about the cardinality and complexity of 

rules generated by the SDTI and MDTI approaches in terms of c and v. Table 4.5 

summarizes them. 

In conclusion, the benefit of applying the MDTI approach is maximized when there 

is a dominant value of a different attribute for different classes. 



a1 a2 

b2 b1 b3 

~: 
c3 c1 c2 c4 

t t t • 
II III IV IV IV 

• • • 

a3 
• • • 

a4 
• • • 

Figure 4.4 Decision Tree Constructed by the SDTI Approach Using Data 
Having c = 4 and v =4. 

SDTI MDTI 

Cardinality 1+ 31 + 3" + 3-' = 40 4 

Complexity [(lxl)+(2x3 1 )+(3x3")+(3x3-') ]/40 = 2.88 1 

Table 4.4 Comparison of the Quality of Rules Where Data Has c = 4 and v =4. 
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SDTI MDTI 

Cardinality l:~=I(m-l)t-1 c 

Complexity (LC
-

1 tx(v-l)t-I+(c-I)(v_l)C-I]/l:c (v-l)t-l 1 
t = I t = I 

Table 4.5 Generalization of the Quality of Rules in Terms of c and v 

Scenario 2: There Exists a Dominant Value of an Attributefor Different Classes 

When there is a dominant attribute which classifies instances of different classes, the 

rules generated by the MDTI and the SDTI approaches are identical. Table 4.6 shows this 

case where A = aI, A = a2, and A = a3 are attribute-value pairs which classify instances 

with class I, class II, and class III, respectively. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 are the corresponding 

trees constructed by the SDTI and MDTI approaches. 
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Ins. A B C Class 

I aI bI cI I 

2 aI b2 c2 I 

3 aI b3 c3 I 

4 a2 bI cI II 

5 a2 b2 c2 II 

6 a2 b3 c3 II 

7 a3 bI cl III 

8 a3 b2 c2 III 

9 a3 b3 c3 III 

Table 4.6 A Sample Data Set Where There Exists a Dominant Value of an Attribute for 
Different Classes 
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Figure 4.5 Decision Tree Constructed by the SDTI Approach 
Using the Data in Table 4.6 
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Figure 4.6 Decision Trees Constructed by the MDTI Approach Using 
the Data in Table 4.6 
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Scenario 3: Classes Are Uniformly Distributed Over All Attribute-Values 

This scenario implies that no common patterns exist between any two or more instances. 

Therefore, each instance works as a rule, and we expect to obtain on' rules. Table 4.7 

shows such a data set. 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show decision trees constructed by the SDTI and the MDTI 

approaches, respectively. It is evident that rules generated by the two approaches are 

identical. There is then no advantage in using one approach over the other when each 

instance is mutually independent from the others in a data set. 

a1 a2 a3 

~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~ 

c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 

t t t t t tt t t t t tt t t t t t 
II III II III II III I II I III I III II III I II 

Figure 4.7 Decision Tree Constructed by the SDTI Approach Using the Data 
in Table 4.7 



Attribute Given Revised Class 

Ins. A B C Class Class I Class II Class III 

1 al bl cl I Y N N 

2 al bl c2 II N Y N 

3 al b2 c2 I Y N N 

4 al b2 c3 III N N Y 

5 al b3 c3 II N Y N 

6 al b3 cl III N N Y 

7 a2 bl c2 II N Y N 

8 a2 bl c3 III N N Y 

9 a2 b2 c3 I Y N N 

10 a2 b2 cl II N Y N 

11 a2 b3 cl I Y N N 

12 a2 b3 c2 III N N Y 

13 a3 bl c3 I Y N N 

14 a3 bl cl III N N Y 

15 a3 b2 cl II N Y N 

16 a3 b2 c2 III N N Y 

17 a3 b3 c2 I Y N N 

18 a3 b3 c3 II N Y N 

Table 4.7 A Sample Data Set Where Classes Are Uniformly Distributed Over 
All Attribute-Values 
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class I 

--rk- ~ ~ 
b1 b2 b3 b1 b2 b3 b1 b2 b3 

t1 t1 j j t11~l~ j l' 
YNYN N N YNYNYN N YN 

class II 

--rk- ~ ~ 
~ b2 b3 b1 b2 b3 b1 b2 b3 

r' j r'r'r' j j ~'1' NY N YNYNNY N N YNNY 

class III 

A~A 
b1 ~~~ b2 ~~~ b3 

c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 c1 c2 

• •• ••• • ••••• N NYNYNY N NYNYNY N 

Figure 4.8 Decision Tree Constructed by the MDTI Approach Using 
the Data in Table 4.7 
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The aforementioned scenarios occur either at the beginning or in the middle of tree 

construction. We have found that rules generated by the MDTI approach are more general 

and supported by more instances than those generated by the SDTI approach. 

4.5 Comparison of the SDTI and the MDTI Approaches in Noisy Data 

4.5.1 Decision Tree Pruning Methods 

When decision-tree induction algorithms classify noisy data, the resulting tree usually 

becomes very complex with regard to the number of leaves and nodes. However, the role 

of the many branches (Le., attribute values) of the tree is not to reflect the underlying 

relationships between classes and branches, but rather to partition instances into subsets. 

This complex tree results in the production of over-specialized classifiers and thus 

reduces the predicting accuracy of the tree. Pruning methods will identify the least 

reliable branches and remove them. Therefore, pruning a tree will increase the number of 

classification errors made on the training data, but should decrease the e'Tor rate on 

independent test data. 

One of the most widely used pruning methods is Critical Value Pruning (CVP), 

which is relatively simple and has been shown to be eff6ctive for noisy data, where the 

critical value relies on a probability [Ming 89a & 89b]. This pruning method specifies a 

Critical Value (CV) and stops the tree-building procedure on the node where the Ratio of 

the Dominant Class (RDC) is greater than the CV, and then assigns the dominant class to 

the node. The effectiveness of this pruning method deteriorates as the number of pre-
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defined classes increases in application domains, since the existence of a large number of 

classes usually makes the RDC of each node small. In the worst case, there is no clear 

difference between pruned and unpruned trees. However, when there are only two classes 

(the MDTI case), the effectiveness of this method is maximized. As the CV decreases, the 

rules generated by the tree will be more generalized and the number of rules generated 

will decrease. However, the degree of the relial:?ility of the rules will drop. Figure 4.8 

illustrates decision trees based on different levels of CV. 

4.5.2 Comparison of Decision Trees Effected by Noise 

In this section, we examine that how noisy instances effect decision trees, and show the 

clear advantage of the MDTI approach when a pruning method is applied to noise

effected decision trees. 

In the previous section we have shown that the rules generated by the MDTI 

approach are more general and supported by more instances than those generated by the 

SDTI approach. It has also been found that more the critical attributes which classify 

instances with a certain class are located in the uppermost portion of the tree constructed 

by the MDT! approach, and these attributes are rarely removed in the process of pruning. 

These are major advantages of the MDTI approach, especially when data is noisy and 

pruning methods are applied. 
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A tree (no pruning) 

a1 (1,3) a2 (0,1) a3 (4,1) 

A A 
b1 (0,3) b2 (1,0) c1 (4,0) c2 (0,1) , + + , 
II II II 

A tree (CV = 80%) 

A (5,5) 

a1 (1,3) a2 (0,1) a3 (4,1) 

A 
b1 (0,3) b2 (1,0) 

+ + 
II II . 

A tree (CV = 70%) 

A (5,5) 

a1 (1,3) a2 (0,1) a3 (4,1) 

+ + + II II 

Figure 4.9 Effect of Different Levels ofCV to a Decision Tree 
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Suppose that noise emanates from one of the instances in the data set given in Table 4.2. 

Following are three possible cases of noise occurrence in one instance in a data set: 

Case 1: The decision outcome class of instance #9 is erroneously marked as class 1 

instead of class 111 

This instance was originally covered by rule S4 of the SDT! and rule M3 of the MDT! as 

follows: 

Rule S4: If A = a2 and B = bI then class = III. (Supported by 1 instance) 

Rule M3: IfC = c3 then class = III. (Supported by 4 instances) 

Figure 4.10 shows decision trees constructed with the data exhibiting noise In 

instance #9. In order to exclude the noisy instance in class I from other instances with 

class III, and include it with others with class I, the MDT! approach expands both trees 

for class III and I (Figure 4.10 (b)). Following are updated rules for class III: 

Rule M3' -1: If C= c3 and A = a3 then class = III. 

Rule M3' -2: If C = c3, A = a2, and B = b3 then class = III. 

The following rule is also added to the rules for class I: 

Rule Ml '-1: If A = a2 and B = bI then class = I. 
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Figure 4.10 Decision Trees Constructed with the Noisy Data (Case 1) 
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When the pruning method is applied to trees constructed by the MDTI approach, as 

long as the CV is equal to or less than 75%, the dashed portion of the trees will be 

removed and critical attributes, 'c' and 'A' for class III and I, respectively, will remain in 

the trees. That is, the quality of rules is not effected by the noise. 

Figure 4.10 (a) shows the updated decision tree constructed by the SDTI approach. 

The original rule S4 was updated to cover the noisy instance as follows: 

Rule 84': If A = a2 and B = bi then class = I. 

First of all, this rule is undesirable because it is generated by the noisy instance. In 

order to remove this rule, the pruning method with CV of 50% (50% is the theoretical 

lower limit of CV) should be applied. Therefore, the reliability of rules would drop. The 

tree without the dashed portion is the pruned tree, and the rule from this tree is "If A = a2 

then class = II." It is evident that the key attribute-value for class II, B = b2, is cut and A 

= a2 works as a classifier for instances with class II. 

Case 2: The decision outcome class of instance #5 is erroneously marked as class I 

instead of class II 

As in Case 1, the SDTI approach would generate undesirable rules which cannot be 

removed easily by the process of pruning. 
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Figure 4.11 Decision Trees Constructed with Noisy Data (Case 2) 
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Figure 4.11 (a) shows the decision tree constructed by the SDTI approach. The 

dashed portion can be removed by setting the CV to 50%, and the assigned class will be 

either class I or class II. "B = b2", which was once the key attribute-value pair for 

instances with class II, is removed. Decision trees constructed by the MDT! approach are 

given in Figure 4.11 (b). We can see that key attribute-value pairs for class II and class I, 

B = b2 and A = aI, remain in the trees after implementing the pruning method. 

Case 3. The decision outcome class of instance #1 is erroneously marked as class II 

instead of class 1 

This instance was originally covered by rule SI of the SDTI approach and rule Ml of the 

MDT! approach, which are: 

Rule SI: If A = al then class = I. (Supported by 4 instances) 

Rule Ml: If A = al then class = I. (Supported by 4 instances) 

The two rules are identical. In this case, trees constructed by the MDT! and SDTI 

approaches are equally effected by the noise. 

In conclusion, rules generated by the MDTI approach are much more robust against 

noise than those generated by the SDTI approach, because they are more general and 

supported by more instances. Furthermore, attributes which are more critical in terms of 

classifying instances in a certain class are located at the upper portion of a tree 
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constructed by the MDT! approach, and they are rarely removed in the process of pruning 

because of the bottom-up nature of the pruning method. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EMPIRICAL COMPARISONS OF MDTI AND OTHER INDUCTIVE LEARNING 

APPROACHES 

This chapter presents empirical comparisons of the MDTI approach and other inductive 

learning algorithms in domains with a single decision outcome (conventional data sets) 

and with joint decision outcomes. 

The organization of the chapter is as follows: Section 1 presents comparisons of 

algorithms in domains with a single decision outcome. It describes the four data sets and 

their representations, which have three, four, seven, and ten pre-specified classes. The 

experiments are explained and their results are reported, analyzed and compared with 

those obtained from the SDTI approach (Le., ID3) and the AQ algorithm. In Section 2, 

the application of the MDTI approach to the radiological image retrieval problem is 

discussed and the results obtained therefrom are analyzed and compared with those 

obtained from a neural network learning algorithm, and a knowledge-engineer-driven 

knowledge acquisition technique. The last section summarizes the findings. 
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5.1 Domains with a Single Decision Outcome 

5.1.1 Data Sets 

Four data sets were used to compare the MDT! approach with the SDT! approach and the 

AQ algorithm. These data sets were selected from the collection of data sets distributed 

by the Machine Learning Group at the University of California at Irvine. There were 99 

sets of data available in the databases. The four sets of data selected were chosen because 

they have been widely used by many researchers previously [Budi 91, Wool 91 ,Clark 89, 

Tan 88, Quin 87a, Cest 87, Mich 86], and the number of pre-specified classes in these 

data sets was greater than two. Following are the descriptions of each data set: 

post-opr The "post-opr" data were created by Sharon Summers of the School of 

Nursing at the University of Kansas Medical Center. The classification task 

of this database is to determine whether patients in a postoperative recovery 

area should be sent to the Intensive Care unit, home, or the General Hospital 

Floor. Because hypothemia is a significant concern after surgery, the eight 

attributes correspond roughly to body temperature measurements. 

lymph The "lymph" data set was derived from the lymphography domain in 

oncology. The classes are normal, metastases, malignant, and fibrosis, and 

there are nineteen attributes which provide details about the lymphatics and 

lymph nodes with multi-valued discrete and real values but no unknowns. 
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This data set was originally collected at the University Medical Center, 

Institute of Oncology, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia by M. Soklic and M. Zwitter. 

ZOO The "ZOO" data set was derived by Richard Forsyth in 1990. The 

classification task of this database is to determine the class of an animal 

according to sixteen boolean-valued attributes. Seven pre-specified classes 

are given (e.g., Mammal, Seaweeds, Crustacea, etc.). This data has no 

missing attribute-values and is not noisy. 

LED The "LED" data set of Breiman et al (1984) is the classic manufactured test 

data relating to the digit recognition problem. There are ten classes which 

represent digits 0 to 9. The seven binary-valued attributes record whether 

each of the seven LED elements (one on top and on bottom, two on each side 

and one horizontally in the center) is on or off. The LED was made faulty by 

adding 10% noise to each element independently. 

Major properties of the data sets are illustrated in Table 5.1. 

5.1.2 Evaluation Criteria 

Two evaluation criteria are used: prediction accuracy and rule complexity. Prediction 

accuracy refers to the predictive ability of a decision tree in terms of classifying unseen 
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instances in the test set. This can be represented as a percentage of errors in those 

instances. Rule complexity refers to the generality of a rule-base which can be explained 

with reference to the average number of conditions defining each rule. 

5.1.3 Experimental Method and Results 

In order to eliminate random variation, each data set was randomly partitioned into 

training and test sets twenty times. The size of the sets was fixed as shown in Table 5.1. 

The MDT!, the SDTI, and the AQ algorithms were constructed on the same training data 

set, and tested on the same test data set. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 reveals the performance 

comparison of the three different approaches for each data set in terms of prediction 

accuracy and rule complexity, respectively. 

Data Set Training Set Test Set Attrs Classes 

post-opr 60 30 8 3 

lymph 103 45 18 4 

ZOO 71 30 16 7 

LED 200 300 7 10 

Table 5.1 Properties of the Four Data Sets 
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It is evident that the MDT! approach outperformed the SDTI approach on both 

performance measures. The MDT! approach also results in lower error ratio than the AQ 

algorithm. On the other hand, the complexity of rules obtained by the AQ aigorithm was 

much lower than that of rules obtained by the MDT! approach. This is due to the fact that 

the AQ algorithm is an attribute-value selection based approach and the MDT! is an 

attribute selection based approach. This result was validated by conducting a paired 

samples t-test. It was found that both the average error ratio and the complexity obtained 

by the SDTI were greater than those obtained by the MDT! approach with a significance 

of greater than 95% (except for the error ratio on the data set "ZOO" and the rule 

complexity on data "post-opr"). There are three pre-specified decision outcome classes 

and ninety instances in the "post-opr" data. Only two instances belong to class I, and the 

remaining are distributed over classes II and III. Therefore, the advantage of using the 

MDTI in terms of rule complexity was reduced even though the error ratio resulting from 

using the MDTI approach was lower. The "ZOO" data was relatively noise-free, so the 

error ratio results of the three approaches didn't show any significant difference. 

The statistical results are summarized in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. In each column the first 

figure (e.g., 43.50) indicates that the average error ratio on the twenty-test set was 

43.50%, and the figure in parentheses (e.g., 7.05) indicates that the sample standard 

deviation of the error was 7.05%. The last column lists the outcome for hypothesis 

testing regarding the differences in population means, conducted by the paired t-test. The 

performance measures of rule complexity resulting from the MDTI and the SDT! 
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approaches were not obvious for the LED, although the hypothesis test revealed the 

difference. This may be due to the fact that the instance space (seven input attributes and 

two possible values for each attribute) is relatively small compared to the number of 

classes (ten classes) to which the instances can belong. 

5.2 Domains with Joint Decision Outcome 

The development of the MDTI approach was motivated by the needs of the KB of the 

Image Retrieval Expert System (IRES). This section describes the case collection process 

and the validation criteria for the retrieval knowledge. It also analyzes the knowledge 

induced by the MDTI approach, and compares the results with those obtained from a 

neural network learning technique, and a knowledge-engineer-driven process. 

5.2.1 Case Collection 

A total of200 cases of complete clinical (primary) reading was collected at the Radiology 

Department of the University Medical Center at the University of Arizona. The cases 

covered the following four radiological sub-specialty areas: chest X-ray, CTIMRI body, 

CT/MRI neurology, and musculo-skeletal X-ray. The sampling scheme was convenience

based; however, efforts were made to stratify the collected cases based on 'reason-for

examination' types, so as to preserve the actual examination distribution with reasonably 

complete coverage of all examination categories. 
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Data Set AQ(A) SDTI (S) MDT! (M) Difference* 

Avg. error ratio (standard deviation) 

post-opr 43.50 (7.05) 41.17 (7.28) 38.00 (7.52) A=S>M 

lymph 26.67 (5.54) 26.00 (6.12) 21.55 (4.79) A=S>M 

ZOO 7.67 (3.92) 7.67 (3.44) 8.00 (3.32) A=S =M 

LED 26.82 (2.32) 29.57 (3.37) 26.15 (2.65) S>A>M 

'" Results from paired t-test wIth ex - 0.05. 

Table 5.2 Average Error Ratio of Rules 

Data Set AQ(A) SDTI (S) MDT! (M) Difference* 

A vg. rule complexity (standard deviation) 

post-opr 3.08 (0.14) 4.69 (0.32) 4.78 (0.37) S=M>A 

lymph 2.66 (0.19) 4.39 (0.32) 3.79 (0.37) S>M>A 

ZOO 2.19 (0.11) 3.96 (0.42) 2.65 (0.24) S>M>A 

LED 4.71 (0.12) 5.95 (0.09) 5.78 (0.15) S>M>A 

'" Results from paired t-test wIth ex - 0.05. 

Table 5.3 Average Complexity of Rules 
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Observers were stationed at the Radiology Department for a time span of 

approximately three weeks to observe, record, and collect examinations as they were read 

clinically. A standard operating manual on administering observation and collecting data 

was carefully compiled by observers to minimize possible interruptions to the reading 

radiologist. For each examination collected, we recorded the following information: the 

reading radiologist's actual image reference patterns including both prehung prior images 

and additionally retrieved ones, listing of patient radiological examinations, and textual 

data provided (e.g., consultation requisition forms and examination forms). The collected 

cases formed the case pool from which both training data and testing data sets would be 

drawn. 

5.2.2 Selection of Input Attributes and Decision Output Classes 

Radiological image reading cases are the basis for developing the KB of IRES using 

inductive learning techniques. Each case is expressed in terms of a fixed set of decision 

input attributes, each of which takes one value from a pre-determined range. Input 

attributes are based on several factors which have been identified as being crucial to the 

reading of current examinations and to the pre-fetching of relevant previous 

examinations. As shown in Table 5.4, thirteen input attributes were identified and 

classified into four categories. 

A radiologist's retrieval behavior may depend on the availability of prIor 

examinations. Suppose that a radiologist would like to refer to the most recent 
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examination of the same anatomical-portion and modality as the current examination. 

However, if it is not available, the radiologist may retrieve other examinations (e.g., the 

most recent examination of the same anatomical-portion and related modalities) as a 

substitute for the originally requested one. Hence, the availability of prior examinations 

needs to be considered as an input attribute for learning algorithms. Currently, only the 

availability of the most recent examination of same AP and modality was included as an 

input attribute because it was the most important prior examination for the primary 

reading. The availability of other prior examinations (e.g., the most recent of same 

anatomical portion and related modalities, etc.) will be incorporated into the learning 

algorithms in the future. 

Three dimensions (anatomical portion, modality, and time/sequence) were identified 

to describe the patterns of the prior examination selection/retrieval and were used to 

classify the decision outcome classes. A detailed description of these dimensions is 

provided in Table 5.5. Since retrievals of multiple prior examinations are common, the 

decision outcome class space should include all feasible combinations of these three 

dimensions. A total of 26 decision outcome classes were constructed. 

5.2.3 Unknown Attribute Values 

The input attribute values are extracted from consultation requisition forms and/or 

examination forms of current examinations. However, the information may not always be 

complete, both because some attributes are not applicable to all examinations, and it is 
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sometimes difficult for physicians (or others) to provide an explicit value for some 

attribute. 

Category Input Attribute 

Anatomical portion of the examination 

Current Exam Modality of the examination 

Related Reason for examination (e.g., post-injury tracing, etc.) 

Gender 

General condition (e.g., satisfactory, etc.) 

Patient Related Clinical status (e.g., urgent, etc.) 

Source of the patient (e.g., emergency room, etc.) 

Pregnancy type 

Type of disease/abnormality (e.g., mass, etc.) 

Disease/Abnormality Cause of disease (i.e., congenital or acquired) 

Related Phase of disease (i.e., acute, subacute, or chronic) 

Type of mass if the disease is a mass 

Availability of Prior Most recent examination of same AP and modality 

Examinations 

Table 5.4 Input Attributes for Selecting/Retrieving Prior Images 
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Dimension of Relationship to 

Prior Examination Current Examination 

Anatomical Portion • Same anatomical portion 

• Related anatomical portion 

Modality • Same modality 

• Related modality 

• Recentness 

- Most recent prior examination 

- Most recent two prior examinations 

- Most recent three prior examinations 

• Specificity 

- Baseline examination with the same 

Time/Sequence reasons 

- Most recent pre-operative examination 

• Interval 

- One week prior 

- Two weeks prior 

- One month prior 

- Three months prior 

- Six months prior 

- One year prior 

Table 5.5 Dimensionality of Decision Outcome Classes 
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Several techniques for overcoming the problem of missing attribute values in data 

sets where the decision-tree induction approach has been applied have been proposed 

over the past few years [Quin 89]. These techniques typically assumed that attribute 

values are missing because the values are not measured or recorded even though they 

clearly exist. The nature of the missing attribute values in the image retrieval data set that 

we have collected is somewhat different from the aforementioned cases. Data is often 

missing because it is unrecognizable. We differentiate this type of incomplete information 

from 'missing' and call it 'unknown'. To deal with unknown attribute values, we 

introduce a new value, 'unknown', and substitute this value for missing values. 

5.2.4 Evaluation Criteria 

Four criteria were used for the evaluation of prior image retrieval knowledge induced by 

the MDTI approach: the recall rate (the percentage of the images used by the radiologists 

that were actually suggested by the derived KB), the precision rate (the percentage of the 

images suggested by the derived KB that are actually used by radiologists), the number of 

prior images that are suggested by the derived KB, and the number of rules generated in 

the derived KB. Different levels of the critical value for pruning were applied (Le., 50%, 

55%, 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90%). We expected that as the critical value increased, the 

output from the derived KB would be more conservative because it corresponds to a big 

decision tree (in terms of both width and length), which results in a high cardinality of 

rules as well as more specialized rules. 
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The cases were divided into two sets: training cases and testing cases. lO-fold cross 

validation was used in which cases were randomly assigned to 10 groups, and one group 

was designated as the testing set and the others as the training set in each validation 

process. 

5.2.5 Analysis of Results 

Table 5.6 reveals the performance comparison of the MDT! approach with different 

critical value levels. It is evident that the highest recall and precision rates were achieved 

when the critical values of 50% and 90% for pruning were applied, respectively. As the 

critical value increased, the precision rate and the number of rules generated by the tree 

increased, and the recall rate and the number of images suggested decreased. 

Critical Avg. Recall Avg. Pre- Avg. Num. of Avg. Numof 
cision Rate • Rules Generated Value Rate Images by MDTI 

(Ave. per Image) 
50% 81.86% 63.94% 3.05 80.70 (4.04) 
55% 79.65% 66.64% 2.83 83.30 (4.17) 
60% 76.47% 69.46% 2.60 93.30 (4.67) 
70% 75.03% 73.93% 2.39 107.40 (5.37) 
80% 73.46% 74.88% 2.31 124.90 (6.25) 
90% 71.80% 75.36% 2.21 143.30 (7.17) 
>I< Avemge number of Images referred to by mdloioglsts was 2.33. 

Table 5.6 Validation Results of the MDTI with varying levels of critical value 
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The average number of prior examinations actually referenced per case was 2.33. This 

number reflects the fact that the participating radiologists would probably need 2.33 prior 

examinations on average to complete the reading of a current examination. It is clear that a 

higher recall rate can be obtained at the expense of a lower precision rate by pre-fetching 

more prior examinations. Table 5.6 also shows that the average number of rules generated 

per decision outcome class (prior image examination) by the MDTI approach with the 

critical value of 50% is 4.041
• 

Table 5.7 presents the validation results in terms of recall rate, precision rate, and average 

number of prior examinations suggested obtained in a Backpropagation network2 learning 

algorithm using the same set of cases. A detailed description of the results is reported in 

[Huang 93]. As with the results obtained with the MDTI approach, the recall rate increased 

and the precision rate decreased as the number of images suggested by the system increased. 

Figure 5.3 graphically depicts the performance comparison between the MDTI approach 

and the Backpropagation network learning algorithm. It is evident that both the recall rate 

and the precision rate obtained with the MDTI approach were higher than those obtained 

with the Backpropagation network learning algorithm when approximately equal numbers 

I Six out of twenty six prior images have never been retrieved in our sample cases. Therefore, the total 
number of rules (i.e., 80.70) is divided by twenty. 

2 We adopted a local representation as an encoding scheme in which every value of input attributes (or 
output classes) was assigned to an input (or output) node. As a result, the Backpropagation network 
contained 64 nodes in the input layer, 26 nodes in the output layer, and a hidden layer whose number of 
nodes had been tuned during the validation phase. The experimental results suggested that 100 hidden 
nodes offered the best performance. 
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of images were suggested. Furthermore, the difference between the recall rate and the 

precision rate achieved by the MDTI approach was narrower than that achieved by the 

Backpropagation network learning algorithm, except when the number of images suggested 

was about 2.21. This is due to the fact that the precision rate obtained with the MDTI 

approach was higher than that obtained with the Backpropagation network learning 

algorithm, while the recall rate was almost equal. We also have found that as the derived 

KB suggested more images, the recall rate increased more quickly and the precision rate 

decreased more slowly with the MDTI approach than with the Backpropagation network 

learning algorithm. 

Retrieval Avg. Recall Avg. Pre- Avg. Num. of 

Threshold Rate cision Rate Images by BP-net 

0.1 80.50% 58.49% 3.28 

0.2 78.84% 64.87% 2.89 

0.3 75.47% 68.26% 2.62 

0.4 74.30% 69.76% 2.49 

0.5 72.05% 74.25% 2.22 

Table 5.7 Validation Results of the BP-net with varying levels 
of retrieval threshold 
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Recall Precision Num. ofImage Knowledge Amount of Time Spent 

Suggested inKB in Acquiring Knowledgel 

MDT! 79.65% 66.64% 2.83 clearly understandable 8-12 seconds'" 

BP-net 78.84% 64.87% 2.89 quite opaque 4-6 hoursj 

Traditional 83.69% 73.05% 2.72 clearly understandable about 4 man-months 

1. Excluding time spent in data collection. 
2. Implemented in Turbo Pascal 7.0 and run on a DECpc Lpx 466d2. 
3. Implemented in c++ and run on a DECstation 31 OO/uL TRIXl25MIPS. 

Table 5.8 Performance Comparison between Different Approaches 

Table 5.8 compares the performance of the MDT! approach with that of the 

Backpropagation network learning and the traditional knowledge-engineer-driven approach. 

The results of the MDT! approach and the Backpropagation network learning algorithm 

were obtained by setting the critical value and the retrieval threshold at 55% and 0.2, 

respectively, at which the average numbers of prior examinations suggested by the two 

approaches closely approximate each other. The recall and the precision rates obtained with 

the traditional knowledge-engineer~driven approach are the highest. However, the MDT! 

approach requires a much shorter learning time to acquire knowledge than the other 

approaches while producing satisfactory validation results. Furthermore, the MDT! 

approach generates knowledge which is clearly understandable. Following are sample rules 

generated by the MDT! approach: 



RULE # 1: If Availability of the most recent same anatomical-portion/modality 

examination is "yes" 

Then retrieve the most recent same anatomical-portion/modality 

examination. 

RULE #22: If Availability of the most recent same anatomical-portion/modality 

examination is "No", and 

Anatomical-portion of the current examination is "skull and contents" 

Then retrieve the most recent same anatomical-portion and related 

modality examination. 

RULE #34: If Mass-Type is "Benign-tumor", and Patient-Source is "leu" 

Then retrieve the most recent three examinations with the same 

anatomical-portion and related modality. 
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RULE #38 If Nature-of-Disease is "Acquired", and Phase-of-Disease is "unknown", 

and Modality of the current examination is "X-ray", and 

Availability of the most recent same anatomical-portion/modality 

examination is "No" 

Then retrieve the most recent related anatomical-portion and same 

modality examination. 
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Some of the rules, such as rules #1 and #34, conform to the knowledge previously 

acquired through the knowledge-engineer-driven approach. The discrepancies found 

between the rules derived from the MDT! approach and those acquired from the 

knowledge engineers have strong implications for future enhancement. For example, in 

addition to the retrieval of the most recent same anatomical-portion/modality examination 

as implied by rule #1, for the current examination of which the anatomical portion 

examined is "skull and contents," an additional retrieval of the most recent same 

anatomical-portion and related modality examination is suggested by rule #22. It is hard 

to justify that this additional retrieval is only for current examinations with the specific 

anatomical-portion examined (Le., skull and contents), not for those with other 

anatomical portions examined. The small and possibly less representative training data set 

plays a crucial role in deriving this less intuitive knowledge. It is expected that the less 

intuitive knowledge will be eliminated by using a larger and more representative training 

data set. 

Rule #38 suggests retrieval of the most recent related anatomical-portion and same 

modality examination for those current x-ray examinations. whose patients have 

"acquired" diseases in an unknown phase if their most recent same anatomical

portion/modality examination is not available. The modality of x-ray in the condition part 

of rule #38 excludes the retrieval of most recent related anatomical portion and same 

modality examination for current examinations taken by other modalities (e.g., CT, MR!, 

etc.). This specific condition resulted from the common practice by which x-ray is the 
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main modality used for diagnostic purposes when a patient's disease phase is unknown. 

The dependency among these input attributes create the problem of interpreting 

knowledge generated by the MDTI approach. A special treatment of those input attributes 

dependencies in the MDTI approach requires further investigation. 

5.3 Summary 

The MDTI approach with the CVP method has been proposed and employed to induce 

the IRES knowledge from previous cases which are characterized by inconsistent 

retrievals, incomplete input information, and multiple decision outcome classes. The 

empirical experiment has shown that the MDTI approach outperformed the 

Backpropagation network learning approach in terms of recall rate, precision rate, number 

of prior examinations suggested, understandability of knowledge obtained, and required 

learning time. 

To gain theoretical and empirical insights into the MDTI approach, the approach has 

also been tested with four data domains comprising a single decision outcome. When 

there are only two pre-specified classes in the data sets, the MDTI and the SDTI 

approaches are almost identical. However, when there are more than two pre-specified 

classes in the data sets, two empirical experiments have shown that the MDTI approach 

outperformed the SDTI approach in terms of both prediction accuracy and rule 

complexity of the acquired knowledge structure. However, this gain may be offset by an 

increase in computational costs, and this trade-off needs to be explored further. 
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CHAPTER 6 

INCREMENTAL UPDATE OF EXISTING KB 

One dimension along which learning algorithms can be distinguished is whether they 

operate in an incremental or nonincremental mode. In the latter case, the algorithm infers 

a concept once, based on the entire set of available training instances. The MDTI 

approach proposed in Chapter 4 is a typical nonincremental method. In the incremental 

case, the algorithm revises the current KB, if necessary, in response to each newly 

observed training instance. The rapid development of computer technology has lessened 

the motivation for research on incremental learning algorithms. However, even with a 

high-speed computer the cost of generating knowledge from scratch may be too 

expensive to apply a nonincremental method to a serial-learning task. 

In this chapter we assume that there exists a KB which has been constructed by the 

MDTI approach, and propose an algorithm which continues to update the existing KB. In 

Section 6.1, we briefly discuss the background of incremental learning algorithms. 

Section 6.2 provides a detailed description of a new KB updating process which has 

mixed characteristics of both the MDT! approach and the AQ algorithm. In Section 6.3, 

the application of the new approach to the development of the IRES KB is discussed and 
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the results thus obtained are analyzed and compared with those obtained from 

nonincremental approaches - the MDTI approach and the AQ algorithm. 

6.1 Incremental Concept Induction 

Many inductive learning systems are nonincremental - all instances must be present at the 

outset of system execution. In contrast, incremental methods accept a stream of instances 

that are assimilated one at a time. A primary motivation for using incremental systems is 

that knowledge may be rapidly updated with each new observation, thus sustaining a 

continual basis for reacting to new stimuli. This is an important property of systems that 

are used under real-world constraints [Carbo 86, Lang 86, Sam 86]. Search-intensive 

methods may be appropriate in a nonincremental system, but may be too costly for 

incremental processing, since they require generating knowledge from scratch by 

examining a list of previously seen instances. Their cost may be prohibiting even though 

they can provide knowledge of higher quality than that generated by incremental 

methods. Therefore, there has been a trade-off between providing better quality 

knowledge and longer processing time. 

Incremental algorithms include COBWEB [Fish 87], ID4 [Schli 86a], and 

STAGGER [Schli 86b]. Schlimmer and Fisher [Schli 86a] imply that incremental 

processes are profitably viewed as strategies operating under diminished search control. 

Specifically, they use a hill-climbing strategy with no backtracking to implement and test 

incremental variants of the ID3 algorithm - ID4. This algorithm accepts a training 
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instance and updates the decision tree, which is kept as a global data structure. It requires 

that all information needed to compute the Entropy Measure (EM) for a possible test 

attribute at a node is kept at that node. The information consists of counts of each 

decision outcome class for each possible value of each possible test attribute at each node 

in the current decision tree. From the information kept at a node, it is possible to 

determine which attribute has the lowest EM. If the current test attribute does not have 

the lowest EM, the test attribute is replaced by a non-test attribute with the lowest EM 

(where a non-test attribute is an attribute that could be the test attribute at a node, but is 

not.) This algorithm discards all subtrees below the newly changed node. Like ID3, ID4 

was limited to domains with a single decision outcome class. This algorithm is not 

conducive to handling domains with joint decision outcomes. 

COBWEB is an incremental system for hierarchical conceptual clustering. The 

system carries out a hill-climbing search through a space of hierarchical characterization 

schemes using operators that enable bi-directional travel through the space. It uses a 

heuristic measure called category utility to guide the search. COBWEB was developed 

for the purpose of conceptual characterization rather than conceptual classification. 

Therefore, knowledge extracted by this system describes what the instances in a class 

share in common instead of describing how two or more classes differ. 
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6.2 Algorithm for Updating KB 

The MDT! approach is a useful concept-learning approach because it can efficiently 

construct decision trees that generalize well. For nonincremental learning tasks, this 

approach is a good choice for building classification rules. However, for incremental 

learning tasks, it is far preferable to accept instances incrementally, without needing to 

build new decision trees each time. This section presents a new algorithm which 

efficiently revises an existing KB on a continuous basis. 

6.2.1 Assumptions 

We make an assumption that there exists a KB which has been built by the MDTI 

approach. Therefore, rules for each class are in the form of logic representation (i.e., if X, 

then Y). Each rule includes information about positive and negative counts, where the 

positive count represents the number of training instances satisfying both condition and 

conclusion of the rule and the negative count indicates the number of instances satisfying 

the condition of the rule, but not the conclusion. Figure 6.1 shows graphical 

representations of rules in KB. 
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Class 'I' Class 'II' Class 'c' 

•••• 

a rule 

If Condition, Then Class = I --- (pos-count, neg-count). 

Figure 6.1 Graphical Representation of Rules in KB 

Suppose that the data is noisy and that the Critical Value Pruning is used together 

with the MDT! approach when building the KB. Let CV represent the Critical Value 

applied. By the definition of Critical Value, every rule in KB meets the following 

condition: 

{pos-count / (pos-count + neg-count)} x 1 00 ~ CV 
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6.2.2 Three Basic Operations 

When new instances are assimilated one at a time, knowledge-based systems read the 

instance and predict the decision outcomes. These decision outcomes are compared with 

the originally given outcomes of the instances before the KB updating process is carried 

out. Following are three possible cases which can occur while comparing the predicted 

and given decision outcomes: 

Case 1. A class is predicted and actually given. 

Case 2. A class is predicted but not actually given. 

Case 3. A class is not predicted but is actually given. 

We illustrate these three cases by using a radiological image retrieving example. 

Suppose that a new instance has decision outcomes of "retrieve images #4 and #8". But 

after reading the instance a knowledge-based system predicts "retrieve images #4 and 

#5." Figure 6.2 show required KB updating processes graphically. 

Case 1 is represented in Figure 6.2 (a), where the appropriate rule is fired and the 

knowledge-based system predicts the image which has been actually retrieved. Therefore, 

the existing KB does not need to be modified. 

Figure 6.2 (b) shows case 2 where a rule is fired incorrectly and the knowledge-based 

system predicts 'Image 5' which has not been actually retrieved. This rule needs to be 

updated to exclude the new instance from its coverage. 



(a) Case 1. An image which is predicted and actually retrieved. 

Rules for Image '4' 

-Ht-__ ... The rule that was fired. 

(b) Case 2. An image which is predicted but not actually retrieved. 

Rules for Image '5' 

-+--+----i~ The rule that was incorrectly fired 
for the new instance. 

(c) Case 3. An image which is not predicted but is actually retrieved. 

Rules for Image '8' 

A rule that covers the new instance 
is needed. 

Figure 6.2 Required KB Updating Processes 
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Figure 6.2 ( c) represents case 3 in which no rules are fired and thus the knowledge

based system does not predict 'Image 8' which has been actually retrieved. A new rule 

needs to be added to the KB in order for the new instance to be covered by the KB. 

6.2.3 KB Updating Process 

In this section, we propose a new KB updating algorithm which is developed based on the 

rule generation process of both decision-tree induction approaches and AQ algorithms. 

Figure 6.3 shows the core of the algorithm. 

The Update _ KB procedure of the algorithm shows that how existing KB is revised 

when three possible cases discussed in the previous section occur. When a class is 

predicted by a rule in KB and is actually given, the reliability of the rule is improved by 

this increase in the number of instances supporting the rule. No updating process is made. 

There is also no updating process when a class is predicted by a rule but is not actually 

given, and the ratio of the pos-count is still greater than CV. However, when this ratio 

becomes less than CV because of the new instance, the rule needs to be modified. The 

new algorithm suggests the use of the tree construction process of the ID3 algorithm 

detailed in Chapter 2. The decision tree construction is based on the assumption that 

attributes involved in the current rule are nodes of a decision tree and the remaining 

attributes are used to extend the tree. Figure 6.4 illustrates this case. 



Read a new instance 

Let G be a set of given decision outcome classes of the instance. 

Predict decision outcome classes using the existing KB 

Let P be a set of predicted decision outcome classes and 

R be the corresponding set of rules fired. 

Compare G with P. 

Update_KB .. 

Procedure Update_KB 

for each Pi E P, for 1 ~ i ~ k where k is the number of predicted classes 

do begin 

If Pi c G then increase the pos-count of the fired rule by one 

else begin 

end; 

increase the neg-count of the fired rule by one; 

if {pos-count / (pos-count + neg-count)} of the rule is less than CV 

then extend the rule by constructing a decision tree by using 

attributes not involved in the rule; 

end; 

for each gj E G, for 1 ~j ~ t where t is the number of given classes 

do begin 

if gj ~ P then generate a rule that differentiates the new instance 

from a set of negative instances using AQ algorithm. 

end; 

Figure 6.3 The Core of the KB Updating Process 
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When a class is not predicted but is actually given by the new instance, the existing 

KB needs to be extended by including a rule which covers the instance. This algorithm 

uses an AQ algorithm that can generate a single rule without changing the current KB 

(The detailed description of the AQ algorithm is presented in Chapter 2.). 

Current rule: If B = b2 and A = al then class I. (pos-count, neg-count) 
where the ratio of the pos-count becomes less than CVbecause 
of the new instance. 

Rule extension: cp 
b2 

1 

qJ 
al 

~ - -1- - ~ 

//*" C '-', 
/ \ 

I \~~.r-----

: cl c2 c3 : 

, , • • 
/ 

/ 

/ 

Extend the tree until the ratio 
of the pos-count is equal to or 
greater than CV. 

Figure 6.4 Illustration of a Tree Extension 
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6.3 Experiments 

6.3.1 Data Set and Evaluation Criteria 

The radiological image retrieval application used for the evaluation of the MDTI 

approach was applied again to measure the performance of the new incremental algorithm 

(Detailed description of the data set is provided in Chapter 4). Five criteria were used for 

the evaluation of prior image retrieval knowledge induced by the new algorithm: the 

recall rate, the precision rate, the average number of images retrieved by the derived KB, 

the average number of rules generated by the derived KB, and the average rule 

complexity. 

6.3.2 Experimental Method and Results 

The performance of the incremental algorithm was measured by changing the 

nonincremental set (Le., 160, 140, ... , 20) of the training data (total 180 cases) initially 

used to build the KB. In order to eliminate random variation, the training set was 

randomly partitioned into nonincremental and incremental sets ten times. Twenty 

instances originally used for .testing the derived KB built by the MDTI approach were 

applied to the derived KB generated by the incremental algorithm in order to directly 

compare the two approaches. 

Table 6.1 reveals the performance comparison of the incremental algorithm with the 

different sizes of training sets initially used to build the KB, in terms of the five 
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Num. of Instances Recall Precision Num.of Num. of Rule 

used to build an Rate Rate Images Rules Complex. 

initial KB (%) (%) Retrieved Generated 

180 (nonincremental) 81.86 63.94 3.05 81.20 4.52 

160 81.83 63.22 3.07 85.50 4.31 

140 81.38 62.23 3.12 91.54 4.13 

120 81.44 61.88 3.19 97.30 4.00 

100 82.04 61.38 3.25 101.37 3.86 

80 81.53 60.57 3.28 106.17 3.77 

60 81.29 60.68 3.28 112.20 3.70 

40 81.05 60.35 3.28 117.19 3.61 

20 80.23 59.17 3.30 124.42 3.57 

AQ Algorithm 75.29 54.16 3.55 158.30 3.43 

Table 6.1 Performance Comparison of the Incremental Algorithm with Different Sizes of 
Initial Training Sets 
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Figure 6.5 Graphic Performance Comparison of the Incremental Algorithm 
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Figure 6.5 Graphic Performance Comparison of the Incremental Algorithm . 
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performance measures. An average of ten test runs are listed here (refer to APPENDIX 

B for individual outcomes). It also compares the results obtained by the incremental 

algorithm with those obtained by nonincremental approaches (including the MDT! 

approach and the AQ algorithm). It is evident that the recall rate is relatively stable 

regardless of the size ofthe training set used to build an initial KB. On the other hand, the 

precision rate drops and the number of images retrieved increases as the number of 

instances used to build an initial KB decreases. This implies that more images are 

retrieved in order to maintain at least a certain level of recall rate (about 80%). The 

number of rules generated increases and the average rule complexity decreases as the 

number of instances used to build an initial KB decreases. This means that the derived 

KB is more influenced by the characteristics of the AQ algorithm as the size of the 

training set used to build an initial KB decreases. Figure 6.5 graphically depicts these 

findings. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter concludes the dissertation, summarizing its contributions and mak.ing some 

suggestions for future research directions. 

7.1 Summary 

The main objective of this dissertation was to develop a new decision-tree induction 

approach in order to extend it to applications with joint decision outcomes. After 

identifying some problems associated with the application of the known decision-tree 

induction algorithms to these new application domains, we proposed an automated 

decision rule discovery technique called the MDTI approach. This approach was tested to 

induce patient image retrieval knowledge from radiological image reading cases. The 

empirical experiment has shown that the MDT! approach outperformed the BP-net 

approach in all performance measures studied and was comparable to the traditional 

knowledge-engineer-driven knowledge acquisition approach while requiring a much 

shorter learning time. 
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To gain theoretical insights into the MDTI approach, we have demonstrated the rule 

generation procedures of the decision tree by comparing the MDTI approach with the 

SDTI approach in noise-free and noisy data. It has been found that rules generated by the 

MDTI approach were more general and supported by more instances than those generated 

by the SDTI approach. Furthermore, since attributes which were more critical in terms of 

classifying instances were located in the upper portion of a tree constructed by the MDTI 

approach, they were rarely removed in the process of pruning; this makes the MDTI 

approach much more robust against noise than the SDTI approach. 

The MDTI approach has also been compared with the SDTI approach empirically 

with four data domains comprising a single decision outcome. When there were only two 

pre-specified classes in the data sets, these two approaches were almost identical. 

However, when there were more than two pre-specified classes in the data sets, the 

empirical experiments have shown that the MDTI approach outperformed the SDTI 

approach in terms of both prediction accuracy and rule complexity of the acquired 

knowledge structure. However, this gain might be offset by an increase in computational 

costs. 

We also proposed an algorithm which continued to update the existing KB which had 

constructed by the MDTI approach. It has been shown that the KB originally constructed 

with more training instances produced more reliable rules. This implied that there existed 

a trade-off between nonincremental and incremental approaches; that is, between rule 

accuracy and computation time. 
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7.2 Contributions of the Research 

In order to acquire knowledge from data domains with joint decision outcomes, the 

MDT! approach was applied. The potential contribution of this research can be expressed 

from the perspectives of both the radiological image retrieval application and the 

methodology (Le., the MDT! approach). 

• We have experienced significant bottlenecks in the knowledge-engineer-driven 

knowledge acquisition approach which involves a series of interviews/interactions 

with radiologists. In addition, the lengthy process of interviewing renders it 

uneconomic to maintain the IRES KB at a level closely resembling up-to-date 

radiologists' image retrieval behavior. This research makes it easy to modify and 

maintain the IRES KB. 

• To the best of our knowledge, no attempt has been made in the past to extract 

knowledge from domains with joint decision outcomes which are common in 

business or medical applications. This research has introduced a new knowledge 

discovery technique which can be applied to these challenging applications. 

Therefore, this research will shed some light on the theoretical underpinnings of the 

new technique and its applicability to a broad range of data domains. 
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• This research has proposed the MDT! approach which can also be applied to domains 

with a single decision outcome and produces better results than conventional 

decision-tree induction approaches in terms of prediction accuracy and the rule 

complexity. 

7.3 Suggestions for Future Research 

Considering the increasing demand for automatic knowledge discovery approaches in 

complex databases, much work on knowledge discovery in databases still is needed. The 

following topics are suggested for future research: 

1. 200 cases were collected to extract radiologists' image retrieval knowledge by using 

the MDTI approach. This relatively small number of data set produced over

specialized rules which might have hindered the performance of the MDTI approach. 

In order to increase the validity of this approach, collection of more cases is needed. 

2. Even though the validation results are encouraging, rules extracted by the MDT! 

approaches should make sense to the actual users (i.e., radiologists). Continued 

research is also needed to assess the quality of the rules generated in terms of their 

correspondence to radiologists' thinking or needs. 
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3. Many pruning methods have been introduced after the success of the ID3 algorithm. 

In this dissertation, the MDT! approach with the CVP method has been applied to 

deal with noise in the data set. Even though the validation result of the MDT! 

approach compared favorably with the CVP, further research comparing different 

pruning methods for the MDTI approach is necessary. 

4. In order to obtain knowledge from domains with joint decision outcomes, the MDT! 

approach has been proposed in the research. The value of the approach can be 

enhanced by applying it to other challenging business applications such as insurance 

companies' investment predictions or stock market analysis. 

5. Statistical methods, such as logistic regression and discreminant analysis also can be 

applied to extract knowledge from domains with joint decision outcomes (the detailed 

description of statistical approaches is presented in Chapter 2). Besides 

understandable knowledge, these methods provide additional information (e.g., 

Confidence Interval). Development of statistical model and comparison the results 

with those obtained by the MDTI approach remain as future research. 

6. Most knowledge discovery techniques have been evaluated in terms of prediction 

accuracy. Therefore, a knowledge-based system which produces lower prediction 

error has been considered to be a good system. However, it is more reasonable to 
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compare knowledge-based systems in terms of misclassification cost (e.g., the cost of 

type I & II errors). To evaluate techniques from the perspective of economic cost is a 

new trend in knowledge discovery in databases and requires further research [Lee 95, 

Tam 92]. 
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APPENDIX A 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SYMBOLIC LEARNING ALGORITHMS 

IN FOUR DATA SETS 

Data: post -opr 

Error Ratio Rule Complexity 
Test # AQ ID3 MDT! AQ ID3 MDT! 

1 50.00 40.00 36.67 3.08 4.36 4.48 
2 43.33 43.33 36.67 3.09 4.25 4.42 
3 46.67 36.67 36.67 3.03 4.80 5.13 
4 26.67 40.00 33.33 3.00 4.30 4.40 
5 46.67 26.67 26.67 3.28 4.74 5.21 
6 46.67 40.00 43.33 2.86 5.03 5.19 
7 53.33 46.67 33.33 3.11 5.39 5.23 
8 40.00 46.67 46.67 2.93 4.74 4.72 
9 43.33 36.67 26.67 2.89 4.86 4.07 
10 46.67 40.00 40.00 3.13 4.42 4.97 
11 43.33 43.33 43.33 2.83 4.42 4.68 
12 50.00 43.33 43.33 3.00 4.36 4.17 
13 43.33 36.67 40.00 3.14 5.15 5.16 
14 53.33 56.67 43.33 3.00 4.97 5.22 
15 43.33 53.33 50.00 3.11 5.09 5.24 
16 40.00 30.00 36.67 3.26 4.57 4.84 
17 36.67 40.00 30.00 3.29 4.48 4.65 
18 36.67 40.00 40.00 3.22 4.61 4.65 
19 30.00 33.33 23.33 3.28 4.58 4.76 
20 50.00 50.00 50.00 3.00 4.56 4.44 

AVG 43.50 41.17 38.00 3.08 4.69 4.78 
STD 7.05 7.28 7.52 0.14 0.32 0.37 
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Data: lymph 

Error Ratio Rule Complexity 
Test # AQ ID3 MDTI AQ ID3 MDTI 

1 17.78 22.22 13.33 2.75 4.20 4.18 
2 28.89 26.67 24.44 2.61 4.04 4.00 
3 26.67 20.00 20.00 2.89 4.79 4.00 
4 28.89 28.89 24.44 2.53 4.76 3.68 
5 33.33 28.89 28.89 2.89 4.14 3.30 
6 37.78 40.00 24.44 2.68 4.19 4.08 
7 26.67 13.33 15.56 2.81 4.29 4.06 
8 33.33 20.00 17.78 2.60 4.58 4.36 
9 31.11 31.11 28.89 2.72 4.04 3.20 
10 20.00 24.44 22.22 2.68 4.26 3.31 
11 26.67 31.11 22.22 2.80 4.18 4.26 
12 20.00 24.44 20.00 2.20 5.19 3.40 
13 20.00 26.67 22.22 2.85 4.33 3.53 
14 26.67 31.11 20.00 2.63 5.00 4.23 
15 22.22 26.67 24.44 2.45 4.12 3.38 
16 31.11 17.78 13.33 3.00 4.45 3.59 
17 22.22 24.44 20.00 2.39 4.24 4.15 
18 20.00 20.00 15.56 2.50 4.17 3.60 
19 31.11 28.89 24.44 2.63 4.54 3.68 
20 28.89 33.33 28.89 2.63 4.30 3.88 

AVG 26.67 26.00 21.55 2.66 4.39 3.79 
STD 5.54 6.12 4.79 0.19 0.32 0.37 
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Data: ZOO 

Error Ratio Rule Complexity 
Test # AQ ID3 MDT! AQ ID3 MDTI 

1 6.67 6.67 6.67 2.11 4.50 2.90 
2 6.67 3.33 6.67 2.11 4.22 2.73 
3 3.33 6.67 3.33 2.22 4.55 2.83 
4 3.33 6.67 6.67 2.25 4.36 2.67 
5 10.00 10.00 10.00 2.29 3.86 2.56 
6 6.67 3.33 6.67 2.25 3.89 2.50 
7 6.67 13.33 6.67 2.25 3.56 2.71 
8 13.33 10.00 10.00 2.00 4.22 2.80 
9 10.00 10.00 6.67 2.13 3.88 2.18 
10 3.33 6.67 10.00 2.25 3.91 3.06 
11 3.33 6.67 10.00 2.38 3.56 2.83 
12 3.33 3.33 3.33 2.22 4.82 2.80 
13 6.67 3.33 3.33 2.25 3.56 2.60 
14 10.00 6.67 6.67 2.00 3.50 2.25 
15 3.33 3.33 3.33 2.38 4.42 3.00 
16 6.67 10.00 10.00 2.25 3.63 2.36 
17 10.00 10.00 10.00 2.13 3.45 2.67 
18 10.00 6.67 13.33 2.25 3.75 2.60 
19 16.67 13.33 13.33 2.00 4.22 2.30 
20 13.33 13.33 13.33 2.13 3.38 2.60 

AVG 7.67 7.67 8.00 2.19 3.96 2.65 
STD 3.92 3.44 3.32 0.11 0.42 0.24 
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Data: LED 

Error Ratio Rule Complexity 
Test # AQ 1D3 MDT! AQ 1D3 MDT! 

1 24.67 35.00 24.67 4.63 5.79 5.57 
2 31.00 32.00 30.67 4.48 5.96 5.79 
J 25.33 28.67 25.00 4.81 6.02 5.81 
4 30.00 32.33 32.33 4.58 5.87 5.44 
5 26.33 25.67 29.33 4.69 5.92 5.70 
6 24.67 26.33 22.67 4.93 6.13 5.96 
7 26.67 26.67 23.00 4.65 5.94 5.86 
8 26.67 29.00 25.00 4.74 5.91 5.82 
9 30.00 33.33 25.33 4.57 5.96 5.91 
10 27.00 27.67 26.33 4.64 5.85 5.47 
11 24.67 25.00 24.67 4.76 6.07 5.85 
12 26.33 25.67 26.00 4.83 6.10 5.85 
13 26.33 34.33 27.00 4.71 5.91 5.94 
14 27.33 31.67 28.00 4.81 5.96 5.74 
15 25.00 32.33 27.67 4.74 5.83 5.79 
16 29.67 30.00 25.00 4.74 6.00 5.91 
17 28.67 33.00 28.67 4.57 5.84 5.61 
18 26.33 31.33 22.67 4.61 6.02 5.98 
19 28.33 27.00 25.67 4.84 5.92 5.70 
20 21.33 24.33 23.33 4.90 5.92 5.85 

AVG 26.82 29.57 26.15 4.71 5.95 5.78 
STD 2.32 3.37 2.65 0.12 0.09 0.15 
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VALIDATION RESULTS OF THE INCREMENTAL ALGORITHM 

WITH VARYING NUMBER OF INSTANCES 

USED IN BUILDING AN INITIAL KB 

ABBREVIATION: 

I: The number of instances used in building an initial KB 

U: The number of instances used for updating KB 

IR: The number of images retrieved 

RG: The number of rules generated 

RC: The average rule complexity 

1. I = 160, U = 20 
Recall Precision IR RG RC 

(%) (%) 
Test Data #1 83.54 61.59 3.24 86.10 4.35 
Test Data #2 83.73 63.53 3.04 90.10 4.31 
Test Data #3 83.33 57.98 3.14 86.80 4.29 
Test Data #4 86.59 59.93 3.03 84.90 4.39 
Test Data #5 78.51 65.28 3.24 86.10 4.29 
Test Data #6 95.58 68.38 "2.90 90.50 4.17 
Test Data #7 80.15 66.12 3.35 85.90 4.32 
Test Data #8 83.84 58.60 2.94 80.70 4.33 
Test Data #9 66.54 72.04 2.55 81.80 4.41 

Test Data # 1 0 76.52 58.74 3.25 82.10 4.21 
Average 81.83 63.22 3.07 85.50 4.31 
Std. Dev. 7.46 4.71 0.23 3.29 0.07 
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2. I = 140, U = 40 
Recall Precision IR RG RC 

(%) (%) 
Test Data #1 82.00 59.36 3.32 92.90 4.15 
Test Data #2 83.78 62.01 3.07 92.30 4.12 
Test Data #3 81.25 58.73 3.08 92.70 4.17 
Test Data #4 86.92 60.93 3.07 91.10 4.24 
Test Data #5 79.38 62.55 3.36 95.90 4.14 
Test Data #6 95.42 69.25 2.85 94.10 4.04 
Test Data #7 80.26 64.20 3.49 91.00 4.06 
Test Data #8 83.75 57.57 3.06 87.00 4.21 
Test Data #9 65.42 70.72 2.64 89.40 4.19 

Test Data #10 75.61 56.96 3.30 89.00 4.02 
Average 81.38 62.23 3.12 91.54 4.13 
Std. Dev. 7.69 4.68 0.25 2.61 0.07 

3. 1= 120, U = 60 
Recall Precision IR RG RC 

(%) (%) 
Test Data #1 82.25 59.35 3.37 101.80 3.98 
Test Data #2 84.63 63.94 3.08 94.50 4.01 
Test Data #3 81.83 58.55 3.14 98.20 3.99 
Test Data #4 86.58 59.51 3.16 95.70 4.14 
Test Data #5 77.39 63.70 3.36 100.00 4.04 
Test Data #6 94.67 '68.11 2.88 101.50 3.94 
Test Data #7 80.56 63.06 3.55 96.10 3.91 
Test Data #8 84.50 54.70 3.31 94.50 4.14 
Test Data #9 65.87 69.88 2.85 98.90 3.97 
Test Data #10 76.09 58.03 3.24 91.80 3.88 

Average 81.44 61.88 3.19 97.30 4.00 
Std. Dev. 7.53 4.73 0.22 3.31 0.09 
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4. I = 100, U = 80 
Recall Precision IR RG RC 

(%) (%) 
Test Data #1 83.75 58.00 3.53 102.90 3.92 
Test Data #2 83.82 61.75 3.11 103.20 3.84 
Test Data #3 82.92 59.15 3.12 100.90 3.85 
Test Data #4 87.25 60.56 3.19 100.60 4.04 
Test Data #5 80.49 61.43 3.59 98.10 3.91 
Test Data #6 95.50 67.58 2.97 103.60 3.78 
Test Data #7 80.23 62.64 3.67 101.90 3.71 
Test Data #8 84.92 55.10 3.28 96.30 3.97 
Test Data #9 65.54 71.68 2.73 107.00 3.82 

Test Data #10 76.00 55.86 3.34 99.20 3.77 
Average 82.04 61.38 3.25 101.37 3.86 
Std. Dev. 7.73 5.09 0.29 3.07 0.10 

5. I = 80, U= 100 
Recall Precision IR RG RC 

(%) (%) 
Test Data #1 81.63 58.21 3.41 105.10 3.84 
Test Data #2 86.01 59.86 3.31 102.20 3.72 
Test Data #3 80.91 59.10 3.07 110.30 3.72 
Test Data #4 84.92 57.41 3.26 99.50 3.83 
Test Data #5 78.49 60.63 3.48 108.70 3.84 
Test Data #6 94.93 67.01 2.93 111.10 3.78 
Test Data #7 81.27 61.45 3.79 108.10 3.68 
Test Data #8 83.17 54.79 3.26 102.70 3.85 
Test Data #9 67.67 69.81 2.93 108.10 3.67 
Test Data #10 76.30 57.43 3.33 105.90 3.77 

Average 81.53 60.57 3.28 106.17 3.77 
Std. Dev. 7.02 4.58 0.26 3.78 0.07 
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6. 1= 60, U = 120 
Recall Precision IR RG RC 

(%) (%) 
Test Data #1 82.25 58.06 3.49 116.40 3.74 
Test Data #2 83.57 59.00 3.39 108.70 3.70 
Test Data #3 80.67 60.00 3.06 109.30 3.60 
Test Data #4 86.63 58.58 3.27 107.60 3.73 
Test Data #5 78.40 60.43 3.56 113.30 3.70 
Test Data #6 95.17 67.04 2.95 118.20 3.70 
Test Data #7 78.48 63.16 3.55 110.00 3.59 
Test Data #8 82.67 54.20 3.24 113.40 3.84 
Test Data #9 68.04 69.14 2.94 112.80 3.59 
Test Data #10 77.03 57.19 3.35 112.30 3.78 

Average 81.29 60.68 3.28 112.20 3.70 
Std. Dev. 6.99 4.56 0.23 3.39 0.08 

7.I=40,U=140 
Recall Precision IR RG RC 

(%) (%) 
Test Data #1 82.54 58.39 3.44 125.30 3.62 
Test Data #2 82.40 62.14 3.06 116.70 3.58 
Test Data #3 80.25 59.51 3.05 115.00 3.60 
Test Data #4 85.96 58.12 3.33 113.60 3.64 
Test Data #5 79.01 59.98 3.56 115.90 3.66 
Test Data #6 94.50 66.20 2.98 122.40 3.63 
Test Data #7 80.09 61.09 3.75 113.00 3.55 
Test Data #8 82.25 52.49 3.34 115.70 3.74 
Test Data #9 67.04 67.78 2.97 116.40 3.50 
Test Data #10 76.49 57.75 3.34 117.90 3.62 

Average 81.05 60.35 3.28 117.19 3.61 
Std. Dev. 6.94 4.36 0.26 3.85 0.06 
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8.I=20,U=160 
Recall Precision IR RG RC 

(%) (%) 
Test Data #1 80.67 57.83 3.37 125.90 3.63 
Test Data #2 79.47 59.38 3.04 126.60 3.47 
Test Data #3 81.33 59.38 3.08 122.90 3.49 
Test Data #4 85.68 60.90 3.13 124.10 3.55 
Test Data #5 77.84 59.66 3.64 123.60 3.61 
Test Data #6 96.00 63.56 3.20 130.30 3.62 
Test Data #7 77.67 59.75 3.66 118.20 3.50 
Test Data #8 81.42 51.25 3.31 116.90 3.69 
Test Data #9 66.33 65.58 3.06 129.30 3.55 
Test Data #10 75.92 54.43 3.53 126.40 3.61 

Average 80.23 59.17 3.30 124.42 3.57 
Std. Dev. 7.50 4.10 0.24 4.32 0.07 
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